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  “Necessity is the mother of invention”. It was 1983, which showed th  concrete 
industry a new dimension of research and advancements. Lack of skilled workers to construct 
durable concrete structures was an industry wide problem in Japan. To overcome the issue, 
Professor Hajime Okamura and Ouchi (February 1986, University of Tokyo, Japan) advocated a 
concrete that would consolidate under its own weight without the requirement of additional 
vibration at its plastic stage. The roots of the search ended with the development of a highly 
flow-able and stable concrete. This concrete can spread readily into place through intricate 
reinforcement configurations without any consolidation, reducing time, cost of construction, 
enhancing structural performance and durability; leading to what we popularly known today as –
“SELF CONSOLIDATING CONCRETE ”. 
 Since 1983, several European countries like Netherlands, Sweden, United Ki gdom and 
others have successfully implemented SCC into a wide gamut of infrastructure projects ranging 
from pre-stressed bridges, earth retention walls, to concrete box tunnels. However, in the United 
States it was first the concrete admixture manufacturers who introduced SCC into the precast and 
cast-in place applications. Since then, transportation agencies of New York, Nebraska, Virginia 
and other States had reaped its benefits by successfully implementing it in a subst ntial way. 
 Some of the highly successful projects include concrete bridge beams on the Brooklyn-Queens 
Expressway from 61st Street to Broadway in New York City. SCC is also being used in the 
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reconstruction of the East Tremont Avenue Bridge over the Cross Bronx Expressway and a 
substantial portion of the precast substructure components for the replacement of the Roslyn 
Viaduct bridge, outside of New York City. 
The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) has used SCC for precast, pre-
stressed, and cast-in-place applications. In 2001, SCC was used for precast components of an 
arch bridge near Fredericksburg. In 2005, VDOT used eight pre-stressed SCC beams in one span 
of the new Route 33 over the Pamunkey River Bridge near Richmond. 
  
 
Figure.1.1: The skyline bridge in Omaha, NE, features a full width bridge deck made with SCC 
(FHWA, FOCUS, November 2005) 
In Nebraska, the Department of Roads is using SCC for applications such as long-span 
and short-span bridge girders, pilings, and temporary Jersey barriers. 
Researchers from the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA), National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program (NCHRP), Advanced Cement Based Materials(ACBM) and others 
are working particularly in the development of mix designs, characterization of its rheology, 
mechanical properties and its in-situ properties. 
  In spite of all the progress made on the material characterization of SCC, very limited 
information exists on the construction and design specifications to guide industry, designers and 
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the highway transportation authorities. Thus, if this trend continues, it is very likely that that 
even the most extensive and detailed material characterization efforts on SCC will not address 
the concerns of the state DOT’s, whose ultimate interest lies on the structural performance and 
durability of the built structure. 
 
1.2 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM: 
 Several different approaches were used to develop SCC. According to (Sakata et.al 1995, 
Bouzoubaa and Lachemi 2001, Lachemi et.al.,2003 a ) the self consolidating property can be 
achieved by significantly increasing the amount of fine materials like fly-ash or limestone filler 
without changing the water content compared to common concrete. Another, approach consists 
of incorporating a Viscosity Modifying Admixture (VMA) to enhance stability (Sari et.al, 1999; 
Lachemi et.al, 2003a). 
The Viscosity Modifying Admixtures are water soluble polymers that increase the 
viscosity of the mixing water and enhance the ability of the cement paste to retain its constituents 
in suspension. VMA’s are used to enhance the stability of the SCC (Rols et.al.1999; Khayat and 
Guizani ,1997 ,Lachemi et.al 2003a). The use of VMA along with the adequate conc ntration of 
the superplasticizer can enhance high deformability and adequate workability leading to good 
resistance to segregation. According to (Sakata et.al., 1996) the use of VMA was proven to be 
effective but they tend to be costly and increase the overall priceof the SCC. Thus, a cost 
effective VMA could significantly reduce the price of SCC which could encourage the use of the 
concrete in the new construction. 
The various mix designs that gave SCC its unique fresh property advantges differed 
significantly from one another. This had raised concerns regarding the material and structural 
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performance issues. Among them are the material properties like the creep and shrinkage; 
structural issues such as the pre-stress loss and bond; durability issues such as freeze-thaw 
behavior. These concerns have limited the acceptance of SCC in the U i ed States, despite of its 
increased use in Japan, Canada and Europe.  
Researchers have been debating the issue of bond for the pre-stressed members since the 
past six decades. There are considerable works that have been done regarding the development 
of the better understanding of bond and its relationship with the transfe  and development length 
for the conventionally consolidated concrete. The conventional concrete which is well developed 
and ideal showed deviated results related to the bond issues, mainly in the equation of transfer 
length. Hence, with the absence of specific design codes and guidelines for SCC, the study of 
bond in SCC has become inevitable. 
 
1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES: 
 The unusual characteristic associated with SCC does not allow us to use the conventional 
standardized testing to monitor the quality of the concrete correctly after it is being placed. 
Irrespective of the design of concrete mix for SCC the requirement of standardized testing needs 
to address three specific properties of SCC: 
1. Filling  Ability. 
2. Passing  Ability. 
3. Segregation  Resistance. 
The current research focuses on identifying the testing procedures that can assure fresh concrete 
properties which will sufficiently fill the forms, flow around reinforcement and other 
congestions, consolidate under its own weight and resist segregation. Moreover, the bond 
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performance of SCC is investigated by the NASP bond test so that we get a future guidance on 
the construction and design of pre-stressed /precast bridge elements when using Self 
Consolidating Concrete.  
The three main objectives of this study are: 
1) To investigate the material properties of three types of SCC mixes through small scale 
tests. 
2) To experimentally investigate the bond performance of SCC using sta dard NASP bond 
test. 
3) To perform statistical analysis and comparing the pull out values with the conventional 
mortar mix. 
The knowledge gained from this research and resulting improvements to the state of art 
will definitely assist the engineers in the safe design of the precast, pre-stressed concrete bridges 
using SCC. 
 
1.4 SELF COMPACTING CONCRETE (SCC) V/S NORMAL CONCRETE. 
 The very unique property of the self consolidating concrete and its tailor able nature to 
suit specific project needs has allowed it to be classified as a kind of high –performance concrete 
in its plastic state. It offers many advantages for the precast/pre-stressed industry, among them 
are: 




2) When it is placed in a form, its motion may be either a creeping movement or a rapid 
flow. This style of flow creates a much improved surface finish betwe n the form and the 
concrete, over the conventional concrete. 
3) Its ability to flow through the complicated reinforcing sections only by the energy of its 
own weight without creating blockage gave it an edge over the normal concrete.  
4) Demanding form configurations, irregular shapes, thin heavily reinforced elements SCC 
have shown considerably impressive results when compared to conventional concrete. 
5) The improved consolidation around the reinforcement and bond with the reinforcement. 
6) Improved Pump ability as compared to Normal Concrete. 
7) Improved uniformity of in place concrete by eliminating variable operator- related effort 
of consolidation. 
8) Labor Savings. 
9) Shorter construction periods and resulting cost savings. 
10) Safety hazards are also reduced in the plant as the use of SCC minimizes the need for 
workmen to walk on the top of the form thereby eliminating the cords and hoses 
associated with the concrete vibrators. In all it results in a significant reductions in 
accidents when SCC has been introduced into the pre-cast production activities. 
To summarize in order to completely utilize the advantages SCC offers, especially to the pre-
cast/pre-stressed industry, bond parameters need to be carefully evaluated. Thus, considering the 
extensive mix designs of SCC available, the current work focuses on effectively bounding the 







ELEMENTS OF SELF-CONSOLIDATING CONCRETE 
“Self-Compacting Concrete – the New Wave” as it had been correctly stated by Millar.D 
(2000). To substantiate the ongoing zeal of successfully implementing self consolidating 
concrete with pre-stressing strands understanding the issue of bond is i -evident. Thus, a 
literature review was carried on the various aspects of pre-stress bond issues and the properties 
of the self –consolidating concrete.  This chapter provides the pertinent work related to the 
research and subdivided into four major sections:  
(1) SCC material technology.  
(2) Issue of bond in pre-stressed concrete.  
(3) Concluding remarks.  
2.1 SCC MATERIAL DEFINTIONS : 
 According to Khayat , Hu and Monty(2000) ; SCC is a highly flowable , yet stable 
concrete that can spread readily into place and fill the formwork ithout any consolidation and 
without undergoing significant separation. According to Okamura and Ouchi (1986), the three 
stages of the concrete can be classified as: fresh (self-compactable), early-age (avoidance of 
initial defects) and hardened (protection against external factors). Due to these inherent 
properties, SCC can be termed as a “high-performance concrete” in the plastic state. As  it had 
been stated in the previous chapter, SCC has many advantages over  normal production concrete, 
that are used in the precast/pre-stressed concrete plants. Owing to the features like easily 
producing horizontal and vertical components with block outs and crowded reinforcing, better 
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architectural and textured surface finishes, SCC requires a higher level of quality control. In 
addition, a greater awareness of aggregate gradation, mix water control and the use of highly 
advanced high range water reducing admixtures or the viscosity modifiers is to be exhibited. 
Several terms are used in the discussions of the material properties of self –consolidating 
concrete. This section states and explains the definitions of the most significant terms used in the 
relevant discussions. The PCI is “Pre-stressed Concrete Institute”.   
Admixtures: 
  According to Portland Cement Association, a material other than w ter , 
aggregates, hydraulic cement, and fiber reinforcement , used as an ingredient in concrete or 
mortar, and added to the batch immediately before or during its mixing to modify the properties 
of the fresh or hardened concrete. 
Aggregate Aspect ratio (as per PCI guidelines): 
   The ratio of the length to the width of individual pieces of coarse aggregate is 
known as the aggregate aspect ratio. This ratio sometimes affects the characteristics of SCC. 
Aggregate Blocking (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The situation in which coarse aggregate particles jam between reinforcing steel 
bars or other obstacles within the form and prevent free flow of SCC. 
Binder (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The combined cement and hydraulic powder added in a SCC mix is known as the 
binder. Cementing materials, either hydrated cements or lime and re ctive siliceous materials – 





Bingham Fluid (as per PCI guidelines): 
  A fluid characteristic by a non-null yield stress and a constant viscosity regardless 
of the flow rate is referred to as Bingham Fluid. It is explained in detail in the yield stress and 
thixotropy section later. 
A detailed analogy showing the difference between the this and the Newtonian fluid is 
discussed later. 
Blocking (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The condition in which pieces of coarse aggregates combine to form elements 
large enough to obstruct the flow of the fresh concrete between the reinforcing steel or other 
obstructions in the concrete formwork is referred to as blocking. This property is of increased 
importance in SCC because of the absence of vibration energy to dislodge these blockages. 
Cohesiveness (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The tendency of the SCC constituent materials to stick together, resulting in 
resistance to segregation, settlement and bleeding is referred to as the cohesiveness of the mix. 
Compactibility (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The ability of the SCC mix to form a dense compact mass without the 
requirement for input of external energy (vibration) is known as its compactibility.. 
Consolidation (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The process of inducing a closer arrangement of the solid particles in freshly 
mixed concrete or mortar, during placement by the reduction of voids; usually in non-SCC by 
vibration, configuration, rodding , tamping or some combinations of these actions is referred as  




Stability (as per PCI guidelines): 
 This term is also known as the segregation resistance. The ability of SCC to remain in 
homogeneous in composition by resisting actions, which make the constitue ts separate from the 
mass during transport, placement and subsequent to placement is referred to its stability.
This is generally divided as the static stability and dynamic stability. 
 
Static Stability (as per PCI guidelines): 
 This is also referred to as static segregation resistance. The characteristics of a fresh SCC 
mixtures that ensures uniform distribution of all solid particles and air voids once all placement 
operations are complete and until the onset of setting, without excessive settlement or bleeding is 
its static stability. 
Dynamic Stability (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The characteristic of a fresh SCC mixture that ensures uniform distribution of all 
solid particles and air voids as the SCC is being transported and placed. 
Filling Ability (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The ability of SCC to flow under its own weight (without vibration) into and fill 
completely all spaces within intricate formwork, containing obstacles, such as reinforcement is 
known as the filling ability of the mix. 
Flowing Ability (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The ability of a fresh concrete to flow in a confined or unconfined form of any 
shape, reinforced or not, under gravity and external forces, assuming the shape of the container is 




Passing Ability (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The ability of SCC to flow through the openings approaching the size of the mix 
coarse aggregate, such as the spaces between steel reinforcing bars without segregation or 
aggregate blocking is known as the passing ability of the mix. 
Plastic Viscosity (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The condition of freshly mixed concrete such that deformation will be sustained 
continuously in any direction without rupture is referred as its plastic viscosity. This can also be 
stated as the measurement of a material’s resistance to increase in its rate of flow with increasing 
application of forcing energy. This is explained in detail in the later sections. 
Rheological Properties (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The properties dealing with the deformation and the flow of the fluid resh SCC 
mixture is known as its rheological properties. 
Thixotropic Behavior (as per PCI guidelines): 
  The property of a material that will allow it to exhibit a low viscosity while being 
mechanically agitated , but stiffen after a short period at rest is referred as its thixotropic 
behavior. 
Yield Stress (as per PCI guidelines): 
  One of the rheological constants of fresh concrete, fresh mortar and fresh paste 
when they are regarded as Bingham fluids. The minimum stress required to make the concrete 
flow is referred as its yield stress. 
In order to completely understand the material properties that will result in the 
development of self – consolidating concrete the concept of “fluidity” plays an important role. 
However, to quantify this , a co-rrelationship must be established between the shear stress with 
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the shear rate of the mix. Thus, to achieve a highly mobile concrete, a low yield stress is required 
and for a high resistance to segregation, a highly viscous material is important. Water can be 
added to decrease the yield stress but this addition also lowers the viscosity. Addition of a super-
plasticizer will also lower the yield stress but will only lower the viscosity slightly. The viscosity 
of the mix can be increased by changes in the mix constituents or the addition of a viscosity 
modifier, but this will increase the yield stress of the paste. To summarize a plot of shear stress 
V/s shear rate of SCC can be delineated as follows: 
                   τ = τo + µγ (Newmann, Choo 2003) 
 
where  τ - shear stress applied to material, 
τo - yield stress 
µ - plastic viscosity 
γ - rate of shear 
 
Figure 2.1: A comparison between conventional concrete and SCC, (J. Newman, Ban Seng Choo,2003)                            
A detailed study of the material properties and its constituents is done in order to validate linear 
relationship and the properties of the Newtonian liquid. The rheogram showed above 
differentiates between the between types of the fluids. The Newtonian fluid rheogram is a 
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straight line passing through the origin. The slope of the line is the viscosity and the intercept on 
the x-axis is the yield stress. For a Newtonian fluid , the viscosity is independent of the shear rate 
and may depend only on the temperature and perhaps pressure. All the fluids for which the 
viscosity varies with the shear rate are the non-Newtonian fluids. However, for the non-
Newtonian fluids the viscosity defined as the shear stress to the shear rate (often called the 
apparent viscosity) is emphasized to distinguish from the Newtonian behavior. Thus, for the 
Non-Newtonian fluids a finite stress is required before the continuous deformation occurs, 
however SCC due its inherent filler contents does not require any of these. 
2.1.1 Cement and Fine Fillers: 
The majority of the research on SCC has been carried out using Portland Cement (PC) as 
the binder. In developing the mix , the total fines content of the mix is balanced against 
aggregate size and grading , however the fines content is much higherthan the conventional 
concrete in order to attain stability. According to the Domone and Chai (1996), Shindoh(1996) 
and Nishibayashi (1996), addition of fine particles binder like PFA, GGBS enhanced the 
workability of the fresh normal concrete mixes and beneficial effects of these materials resulted 
in the reduction of PC contents and lower heat of hydration(Khayat 2000; Henderson,2000). 
According to Petersson (1996), Khayat (2000); ultra fine binders like CSF maintained  the 
desired workability by increasing the superplasticizer dosage. However, the most widespread 
material is the limestone filler powder due its economical fesibility. According to Domone and 
Chai(1997); the limestone filler helped to maintain the stability n a high workability mix 
although it will not contribute significantly to the compressive strngth development of SCC. To 
summarize, with the various combinations of binders and fillers , the packing of materials 
strongly influences the plastic viscosity and yield shear stress. 
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2.1.2 Fine and Coarse Aggregates:   
The fine aggregate in SCC plays an important role in the workability and the stability of 
the mix. The total fines content of the mix is a function of both the binder (and filler) content and 
the fine aggregate content with the grading of the fine aggregate being particularly important. 
Thus, the sands with the fineness moduli of between 2.4 to 2.6 have been used in producing 
SCC. However, finer sands are recommended to ensure satisfactory segregation resistance. SCC 
has been made with both gravels and crushed rock as coarse aggregate. The maximum aggregate 
size is mostly 20mm but smaller aggregate size upto 10mm have also been used. 
 
2.1.3 Admixtures:  
To achieve an optimum balance between the levels of consistency (workability) required 
from SCC while maintaining stability of the mix has led to the use of a number of admixtures 
within the concrete. The advances in the admixture technology played  vital role in the 
development of SCC. Modern super-plasticizers (based on poly-carboxylic ethers) promote good 
workability retention and can be added at any stage of the batching cycle. 
The poly-carboxylic based super-plasticizers achieve this with a mechanism of 
electrostatic repulsion in combination with the steric hindrance. Mostof the viscosity modifying 
admixtures is high molecular weight polymers with a high affinity to water. By interaction of the 
functional groups of the molecules of water and the surface of the fines , VMA’s build a three 
dimensional structure in the liquid phase of the mix to increase the viscosity and the yield point 
of the paste. The strength of the three dimensional structure affects the extent to which the yield 
point is increased. Some VMA’s are based on the inorganic materials such as colloidal silica 
which is amorphous with small insoluble , non-diffusible particles , larger than molecules but 
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small enough to remain suspended in water without settling. By ionic interaction of silica and 
calcium from the cement a three dimensional gel is formed which increases the viscosity and the 
yield point of the paste. This there dimensional structure /gel contributes to the rheology of the 
mix , improving the uniform distribution and suspension of the aggregate particles and so 
reducing any tendency of bleeding, segregation and settlement. Most of these are supplied as 
either as a powder blend or are dispersed in liquid, the dosage depends on the application but 
typically ranges from 0.1-1.5% by the weight of the cement. 
 
Figure 2.3: Mechanism of poly-carboxylic super-plasticizers (Grace Construction Chemicals, 
2006). 
The VMA are high molecular weight soluble polymers, which in aqueous medium have 
increased viscosity because of their interaction with water. According to Okamura (2000), these 
admixtures are effective in stabilizing the rheology of the fresh concrete and preventing the 





2.1.4 CONCEPT OF RHEOLOGY: 
Fresh SCC behavior can not be fully comprehended without understanding its rheology. 
Rheology in the broad sense is the science of flow and deformation of matter. The placing, 
spreading, pumping and compaction of any concrete depends on rheology. Using the science 
rheology it is becoming possible to predict fresh properties, select materials and model processes 
to achieve the required performance. Rheology is now seriously considered by concrete users, 
rather than being seen as an area of specialized domain of cement sci nce. The basic key 
rheological parameters are yield stress and plastic viscosity as explained in the diagram earlier, 
in Figure 2.1. Fresh concrete can be seen as a fluid, providing that a certain degree of flow can be 
achieved and the concrete maintains its homogeneity. Self-compacting concrete is a two phase 
(solid and liquid) particle suspension and is very fluid. The challenge than is to maintain the 
flow-ability of the suspension and to avoid the segregation of the phases. Th  main mechanism 
to control the flow-ability and stability of SCC is related to the surface chemistry. Thus, 
development of SCC has been strongly dependant on surface active admixtures as well as 
particle packing properties. However, fresh SCC is a combination of solid phase (F.A and C.A) 
and the liquid phase (cement, air, admixtures). Thus the factor converges into two concepts: 1.) 
the aggregate blocking model (solid phase) and 2.)  the paste model (liquid phase). According to 
Shah, Akkaya, Bui (2002) the paste model was a function of minimum apparent viscosity, 
minimum flow and optimum flow- viscosity ratio. These criteria are related to the average 
aggregate diameter, aggregate spacing which is directly proportional to the paste volume (or 
aggregate volume), average diameter and void content of aggregates.From these mechanical 
models, we conclude that there are three distinct and different features of a SCC paste. We need 
to understand the basic concepts involved in this: 
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 Paste Viscosity. 
 Yield stress and thixotropy of complex fluids. 
  Structure (Inter-particle interaction). 
The balance between the yield point and the paste viscosity is the key to obtain the 
appropriate concrete rheology. The viscosity modifying admixtures (VMA)  change the 
rheological properties of the concrete by increasing the plastic vi cosity, but usually causes only 
a small increase in the yield point. However, the admixtures which de rease the yield point are 
the plasticizers and are often used in the conjunction with the VMA to optimize the yield po nt. 
These three mechanisms combine together to develop what is today called “Self-
Consolidating Concrete”. However, the inter-particle interaction in the matrix is governed by the 
yield-stress, viscosity and density of the cement paste matrix. The morphology of the particles 
are not enlisted as the particle size distribution and inter-particle spacing are components and 
contributor to both structure and plastic viscosity of the mix. However, in order to completely 
grasp the concepts of this advanced concrete technology, SCC terms should be understood from 
the fluid mechanics point of view. 
 
2.1.5   Paste Viscosity: 
The fluid continues to deform as long as the force is applied, unlike a solid which would 
undergo only a finite deformation. Within the fluid, a linear velocity profile is established, due to 
the no-slip condition, the fluid bounding the lower the plate moves at the plate velocity. A basic 
concept showing the true meaning of “viscosity” is displayed here. Whenever any fluid is 
subjected to a shearing force, one layer of molecules glides one over to its layer underneath. The 
molecules which are in contact with the shearing surface moves along with while the rest moves 
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at a relatively lesser pace or zero at the stationary surface. This generates a “velocity gradient” 
between the two layers. This is shown in the diagram below: 
 
   Figure 2.4: Deformation of a fluid subjected to shear stress.(Perry, Handbook 2003) 
The velocity gradient is the shear rate for this flow. The ratio of shear stress to the shear rate is 
the viscosity. It measures the materials resistance to flow. 
 However, in SCC the viscosity of the paste depends on the aggregate volume (paste 
volume), particle size distribution of the fine and coarse aggregates, ggregate shape, fine –
coarse aggregate ratio, characteristics of  the aggregate surfaces , difference of density between 
the aggregate and paste, and the usage of admixtures. The cement paste is shear thinning and the 
viscosity decreases with the increasing shear rate. The shear thinning fluids are those for which 
the slope of the rheogram, as discussed in the previous section decreases with the increasing 
shear rate. The shear thing fluids without the yield stresses obey a power law model for a range 
of shear rates:    τ= K* γ^n (Herschel-Bulkley) 
Where K is the consistency index or power law coefficient, n Is the power law exponent. For 
shear  thinning fluids, n<1. The shear thinning power law fluid (like SCC) to certain extent with 
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the yield stresses are the “ Herschel-Bulkley fluids”, which is explained in detail in the yield 
stress section. According to Saak, Jennings,Shah (2001), the fine and the coarse aggregates in the 
SCC produces a continuous particle size distribution. The fine aggregate particles will segregate 
at a lower paste yield stress and viscosity than the larger coarse aggregates. They found that the 
fine aggregates place  an additional upward force on the coarse aggregate, somehow resisting the 
separation of the matrix constituents. Also , the aggregates are assumed to be packed to a 
maximum particle density, giving a very well-defined geometry of the system. 
According to Shah, Akkaya and Bui (2002), the void content , average diameter and the 
volume of the aggregates affect the spacing between the surfaces of aggregate particles. The 
aggregate dimension has an effect on the segregation resistance and deformability of SCC. 
 
Figure 2.5:Showing the effect of aggregate spacing and aggregate diameter on SCC (Bui, Akaya, Shah  2002) 
They correlated that the average aggregate spacing Dss (as shown) and average aggregate 
diameter Dav (as shown) with the aggregate properties and content. Th y suggested that the 
paste volume must be high enough to fill the voids between the aggregate particles and create a 
layer enveloping the aggregate particles to achieve high deformability and good segregation 
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resistance. The average aggregate spacing Dss is defined as an aver ge distance between the 
surfaces of the aggregate particles or as twice the thickness of the paste layer around an 
aggregate particle. They concluded that the minimum viscosity of the past  depends not only on 
the aggregate spacing but also on the average aggregate diameter. For certain aggregate spacing , 
the lower value of aggregate diameter requires a higher viscosity of the paste. This is due to the 
fact that, for the same aggregate spacing, SCC with a smaller v ue of Dav had a smaller volume 
of coarse and total aggregates. The aggregate combination which leads to the smaller average 
aggregate diameter, had a larger proportion of fine particles, which increases the total volume of 
the powder, thereby reducing the volume of the coarse aggregate. The small r volume of 
aggregate resulted in the less friction risk among the aggregate par icles and this requires a 
higher paste viscosity to hold the aggregate particles together. They also showed that the paste 
flow and the paste viscosity cannot be varied independently to assure SCC. The ratio of the paste 
flow and the paste viscosity were examined.   
 The optimum flow-viscosity ratio was related to the aggregate spacing , higher aggregate 
spacing required a lower flow-viscosity ratio. Higher aggregate spacing demanded a lower flow 
and higher viscosity of the paste in order to obtain sufficient deformability and segregation 









2.1.6 Yield Stress and Thixotropy of complex fluids: 
When the solids or very viscous liquids are subjected to stresses that are high, but not so 
high that they cause fracture, a process known as the yield or the plastic deformation occurs. 
Under an increasing shear strain, each row of atoms is displaced from its equilibrium position 
with respect to the neighboring row. Below a critical strain, if the stress is removed, the atoms 
spring back to their original positions. However since the arrangements of the atoms are spatially 
periodic, if the deformation continues, each row of atoms will eventually find itself back in the 
registry with its neighboring rows, with each atom simply displaced by one inter-atomic distance 
from its original position relative to the layer below it. The strain energy is therefore a periodic 
function of strain, oscillating between zero and a maximum value. Th stress, which is the 
derivative of the energy with respect to the strain, therefore oscillates about zero, with a positive 
maximum value and negative minimum. Beyond yield strain, after reaching a maximum stress 
there will be an instability whereby some layers slide forward and others spring backwards to 
their initial positions with respect to the underlying layer with the result that all the layers find 
themselves in registry with their neighbors, even though the strain is very small. Thus the 
yielding involves slippage between some pairs of neighboring layers, with no relative movement 
at all between other pairs. Hence, the strain is not homogeneously distributed throughout the 
sample, but is localized to certain slip planes.     
In order to completely understand the structure and the rheology of complex fluids like 
the SCC we need to understand the Herschel-Bulkley(H-B) model. A typical model as suggested 
by “Herschel –Bulkley (H-B)” satisfying this is: 
     σ = σy + a*Ϋ^n . (Herschel – Bulkey ) 
where   a and n are the positive constants,  
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σ is the applied shear stress and 
  σy is the yield stress is referred to as H-B model. 
 If σy= 0, n=1 the H-B fluid degenerates to a Newtonian fluid with a viscosity a. 
However, when subjected to a stress, the response of an H-B fluid (like SCC) is a slow shear 
flow provided the stress is slightly above the yield point. Theoretically, the yield stress is defined 
to be stress at which the fluid starts moving i.e, when viscosity changes. In the H-B model this is 
σy. The non- Newtonian fluids for which a finite stress is required b fore the continuous 
deformation occurs are the yield stress materials. In addition the yield stress fluids are the fluids 
that can support their own weight to a certain extent i.e. , they can support shear stresses without 
flowing as opposed to Newtonian fluids. This means that a yield stress fluid on an inclined flow 
will not flow if the slope is below some critical angle, but will flow as soon as the angle becomes 
large enough. According to the H-B model, the material will just start flowing when an angle is 
reached for which the yield stress equals the gravitational force per unit area  
σy = ρ*g*hsinθ, (Moller, Bonn, Mewis 2006) 
where,  ρ the density of the material,  
g the gravitational acceleration and  
h the height of the deposited material.  
Thus, the fluids like SCC where the handling, transport and placement are subjects of 
great concern the engineering design variables are properly proportioned in order to account for 
suitable “yield stress”. Another aspect of these kinds of fluid is the “shear localization”. However 
the H-B model asserts that all shear rates are possible and presupposes that the flow is always 
homogeneous at these shear rates, this generally fails as only a small region of the material 
actually moves and the rest remains static. This is due to the shear banding (localization) and 
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wall slip. This means that there is a stress variation throughout t e sample. Within the sheared 
region, the stress is higher than the yield stress and outside the r gion it is low. This shear 
localization happens below a critical shear rate. Below this critical shear rate, all the flow is 
localized in a region close to the shearing wall.  
In addition, the thixotropic fluids are the fluids with a variable viscosity which reversibly 
decreases with time under high shear rates. Due to the reversibility, the viscosity increases in 
time at low or zero shear rates. However , thixotropy in simple terms can be defined as that the 
viscosity of fluids mainly caused by the microstructure of the int rconnecting particles in the 
fluid which resists large rearrangements. When sheared, this structure is broken down in time 
and the viscosity consequently decreases in time. When left at rest, th  microstructure slowly 
rebuilds itself and the viscosity increases. When the viscosity was measured as a function of 
time, for stresses smaller than a critical stress, the viscosity of the sample increases with time 
until the flow is halted altogether: the steady-state viscosity is infinite. On the other hand, for a 
stress only slightly above σc (critical stress), the viscosity decreases with time towards a (low) 
steady state value ηo from the Figure 2.6. The important point here is that the transitio  between 
these two states is discontinuous as a function of the stress. This gave two new concepts of 
“aging” and “shear rejuvenation”. 
Aging refers to the increase in the viscosity of the fluid with time at rest and under slow 
flow where the stresses are much smaller than the critical s ress. For a stress that is slightly more 
than that required for aging, the microstructure in the fluid destruct , and the fluid starts to flow. 
There exists a critical stress that bounds a region of no flow for smaller stresses and a region of 
fast flow for higher stresses.        
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  According to Shah, Ferron, Gregory, Sun (2007), very little information was gathered 
related to the thixotropy of the SCC mixtures. They developed a protocol consisted of hysteresis 
loops and energy methods to quantify the degree of structural rebuilding in the cement pastes. 
They took into account the stiffening due to the thixotropic rebuilding and irreversible structural 
changes by focusing on the rate in which the cement paste was able to regain its internal 
structure after shearing. In order to evaluate and compare the rate of rebuilding of different 
materials, a datum was established for the initial reference condition called as the quilibrium 
condition. This was nothing but a relationship that was established between th  shear stress and 
the time. Here at any given shear rate there was a condition in the microstructure in which 
available bonds for a given energy level were broken and the energy level was minimum. This 
state was called the quilibrium level. They claimed that once the equilibrium state was 
achieved, the rate of the rebuilding was investigated by testing the specimen after different 
resting times. They performed different hysteresis loops for different resting times based on the 
initial equilibrium loop. This process was repeated with the new rest p riod being twice the 
amount of the previous rest period. The area on the rheogram plane betwen the up curve of each 
hysteresis loop and the corresponding equilibrium line was used to evaluate the rebuilding that 
occurred in the specimen. This area had the physical dimension of energy per unit time per unit 
of the volume and called the specific rebuilding energy (SRE). However the target fluidity was 
achieved by either varying the high range water reducing admixture dosage or by varying the 
water to cement ratio (w/c). They found that in order to increase the rate of structural build up, it 
was better to use high range water reducing admixtures rather than increasing the water content 




Co-relation between yield stress and thixotropy: 
 The concept of yield stress and thixotropy of the fluid originate from the same basic 
principles of aging and shear rejuvenation which dominates the structure of the fluid. To co-
relate the interplay between flow, structure and viscosity, there exists a parameter which 
measures the local degree of interconnection of the microstructure. The viscosity increases with 
increasing this parameter which is the measure of the number of connections per unit volume. 
For an aging sytem at low or zero shear rate , this parameter increases while if the flow breaks 
down the structure , local interconnection in the microstructure decreases and reaches a steady 
state value at sufficiently high shear rates. To explain this in detail, a graph between the shear 
stress and shear rate is plotted.  The curve Figure 2.6, below shows t at for low shear rates the 
stress decreases with increasing shear rate, whereas for high shear rates it increases. This defines 
both a critical stress and a critical shear rate. For shear rates smaller than the critical shear rate 











  Figure 2.6 Relationship between Shear Stress and Shear Rate ( Moller, Mewis and Bonn , 2006 ) 
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2.2 Structure:  
 The ability of the SCC to remain homogeneous in composition by resisting actions, which make 
the constituents separate from the mass during transport, placement and subsequent to 
placement-is its “segregation resistance” (PCI Interim Guidelines). The influence of the physical 
properties of the particles on the rheology of the cement paste suggested that the inter-particle 
separation (IPS) must be in conjunction with particle packing density. Particle packing density 
defined the amount of paste needed to fill the interstitial voids between the aggregate and 
minimum inter-particle distance referred to minimum thickness of the paste around each particle 
which will prevent the inter-particle friction, collision and subsequent blocking as explained in 
the section earlier. This is controlled by the particle size d stribution of the aggregates and the 
volume percent of the binder which is required to fill the interstitial voids between the 
aggregates. According to Shah, Jennings, Saak (2003) in segregation control theory, the particles 
must remain suspended while the material is at rest, with only the minimum segregation 
occurring due to creep. It is also important that the particles move with matrix as a cohesive fluid 
during flow, avoiding both the static and dynamic segregation. The size (and density) of a 
particle can be estimated from the balance between the buoyant and gravitational forces acting 
on the aggregate and the restoring force due to the yield stress of the cement paste matrix as 
shown in the diagram. The gravitational and the buoyant forces are the functions of density of 
the aggregate, density of the matrix and the particle volume (Vp). Bonen and Shah (2005) found 
that the aggregate sedimentation and the segregation resistance was directly proportional to the 
viscosity of the mixture, mixture density, size and density of the aggregate and the flow ability of 
the mixture. They documented that in a SCC mix the coarse aggregates are in a well suspended 
mix. As shown in the Figure 2.7, during the horizontal flow the particle are subjected to mixture 
 
drag and vertical drag to keep the particles suspended in the mixture. They are proportional to 
the square of the velocity of mixture and aggregate shape. However, they found that at rest 
during static stability the gravitational force, 
aggregate. 
   
Figure 2.7: Forces acting on a suspended particle in a SCC mix.( Bonen, Shah 2005)
However, the restoring or the drag force exerted by the cement paste matrix is 
proportional to the yield stress, which is nothing, but the stress required to initiate the 
macroscopic flow. The density, yield stress and the viscosity of the cement paste mat
the segregation resistance for a given aggregate dis ribution in the concrete. The minimum yield 
stress and viscosity are dependent on the density difference between the paste aggregates; it 
should be optimized at a certain level in order to a
However, their research kicked in a new concept of “Self 
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frictional force and the buoyant force balance the 
 
v id both static and the dynamic segregation.  





have its greatest fluidity at the lowest paste yield stress and viscosity where segregation is 
avoided. On the contrary, the segregation resistance is optimized at the highest yield stress and 
viscosity that still produces self-flowing materials. This created a critical range of the yield stress 
and viscosity where the segregation is minimized, yet the material is self-flowing. This 
segregation-resistant, high workability region is designated as “Self-Flowing Zone”.    
  
Figure 2.8: Concept of Self-Flowing Zone ( Bonen, Shah 2005) 
In addition, according to Shah, Saak, Jennings (2001) the yield stress of the matrix is exceeded 
during the placement, transportation and handling, thereby resulting the concrete to flow at a low 
shear rate. They found that if the density of the particle is greate  than the density of the matrix , 
segregation or separation of the constituent particles will occur to a certain ex ent. If the viscosity 
of the matrix is high enough , the velocity of the falling particle will be slow resulting in no 
segregation. Thus during dynamic stage the drag force is given as: 
    Fdrag = Cd*ρm*ν^2/2*Ap  
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Where Cd is the drag-coefficeint,  
v is the terminal falling velocity of the particle,  
Ap is the cross-sectional area of the particle submerged in the 
cement paste, 
     ρm is the density of the matrix.   
To avoid segregation , the terminal velocity of the falling particle must be minimized. 
They found that the drag coefficient is proportional to the particles Reynolds number which is 
basically the ratio of the inertia to viscous force. In SCC, as the matrix is a suspension of the 
cement paste and aggregate, the terminal velocity is a function of the density difference between 
the cement paste matrix and aggregate. 
      
2.3 SCC – A perfect solution for technology hungry people: 
2.3.1 Need for SCC? 
Compaction plays an important role in the development of hardened concrete properties. 
When certain properties are considered for performance of concrete structures it is assumed that 
concrete is well compacted and homogenous; the purpose of compaction hence is ther fore to 
achieve the highest possible density. Vibration, which is still the most common way of 
compacting concrete, has the effect of fluid on the mortar component f the mix so that internal 
friction is reduced and closer packing of concrete aggregate takes place. But compaction via 
vibration is a discontinuous process resulting in hardened concrete with uneven compaction and 
therefore with different mechanical and durability properties. The avoidance of vibration was not 
the primary reason for the development of SCC, however; the starting poi t was a growing 
concern about difficulties of assuring the quality of complex concrete structures because of poor  
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concrete compaction of in-situ. This led to increased construction costs and jeopardized long-
term durability of structures. The only practical option was to eliminate the reliance of the 
concrete compaction on concrete workers and to replace it with the ability of concrete itself to 
guaranty the full filling of formwork, perfect compaction, and the full encapsulation of all 
reinforcing bars. 
2.3.2 Fresh SCC 
The functional requirements of fresh SCC are different from those of the CVC 
(conventionally vibrated concrete). SCC is a liquid particle suspension and exhibits very 
different properties in its plastic state. The following properties(filling ability, passing ability and 
segregation resistance) define the compliance with the self-compactibilty: 
Filling Abililty:   
The complete filling of formwork and encapsulating of reinforcement inserts and 
substantial horizontal and vertical flow of the concrete within the formwork while maintaining 
homogeneity is referred to as its filling ability. Filling ability is normally measured by either 
slump flow (Fig:2.9 a), or J-Ring (Fig.2.9 b) tests.  
 
Figure 2.9 (a) Slump Flow (Newman, Choo, 2003)   Figure 2.9 (b) J-Ring Test (Newmann, Choo, 203) 
Depending on the application, the slump flow values can vary from 550 (for precast and 
flat applications) to 850 mm. 
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Bonen and Shah (2005), classified SCC as the powder type and VMA type based on the 
incorporation of the super plasticizers, low water: binder ratio and low aggregate: binder ratio. 
They found that the addition of super plasticizers by increasing the bind r content showed low 
yield stress, increasing plastic viscosity, segregation resistance, and lesser inter-particle collision 
and blocking of the mix. Powder type SCC showed very similar properties to high performance 
concrete like high strength, low permeability, good freeze-thaw performance, high resistance to 
chloride – ion diffusion, high abrasion resistance because of its  low w:c ratio , incorporation of 
mineral admixtures like silica fume , ground granulated blast furnace slag , limestone or fly ash. 
It was found that the fine to coarse aggregate ratio of SCC is higher than that of the ordinary 
concrete. The filling ability of the mix depends on the particle packing density.  
Passing Ability:Passing of obstacles such as narrow sections of the formwork, closely spaced 
reinforcement etc. without blocking caused by interlocking of aggregate particles. Passing ability 
is normally measured by L-Box (Fig 2.10), or J-Ring.    






Figure 2.10: L-Box Test (Newman, Choo 2003) 
 
Sonebi, Grunew, Walraven (2007) studied the influence of parameters like the dosage of 
HRWRA, water and ald the volume of coarse aggregates and their interactions on the filling and 
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passing ability of SCC by various factorial and statistical design methods. It was found that by 
increasing the volume of fine aggregate and the paste enhanced the filling ability. The 
continuously graded cement and fillers reduced the inter-particle frtion between the various 
solid particles (coarse aggregate, sand and powder materials), thereby affecting the filling ability. 
The use of fine materials like lime stone powder, slag cement, fly-ash, micro silica fume 
enhanced the grain size distribution and particle packing thereby increasing the cohesiveness.  
Factorial design methods were used to determine the influence of key mixture ingredients like 
water content, dosage of HRWRA, volume of coarse aggregates and their in eractions on the 
relevant properties of SCC. 
Various iso-curves and surface contours were plotted between slump f ows, L blocking 
ratios, Oriment and V funnel flow times with T60 at different time intervals correlating the 
effects of CA, dosage of water and binders like HRWRA on SCC properties.  The analysis of the 
derived models enabled the identification of major trends that can reduce cost, time and effort 
associated with the selection of trial batching for SCC. 
The models (statistical) established using a statistical design approach provided an 
effective means to evaluate potential mixture proportions by determining the influence of key 
parameters on the desired fresh properties necessary to obtain a good SCC. The L box test, which 
was influenced by the dosage of water, HRWRA and the volume of coarse aggregate, was most 
suitable to evaluate passing ability of SCC. The derived results at 60 min showed that the 
increase in the volume of the coarse aggregate significantly increased the V-funnel and Orient 
flow times whereas the increase in the dosage of water and HRWRA reduced the flow times. 
Resistance to Segregation: Maintaining of homogeneity throughout mixing, during 
transportation, and casting. The dynamic stability refers to the resistance to segregation during 
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placement. The static stability refers to the resistance to bleeding, segregation, and surface 
settlement after casting. It can be the most difficult property to quantify. It is normally checked 
visually, although there have been a number of attempts to quantify the segr gation resistance. 
Chabib, Nehdi (2006) investigated the risk of segregation of the fresh SCC mixture in terms of 
grading of coarse aggregate, addition of HRWRA, incorporation of micro fillers and 
supplementary cementatious material.  The main purpose of their resarch was to focus on the 
effect of the cementitious material content , w/cm , coarse –aggregate to total aggregate ratio 
(CA/TA) , and the dosage of HRWRA , VMA on the segregation potential of the SCC mix. To 
account for the effect of cementitious material content it was interpreted that while increasing the 
cementitious material (at constant 0.45 w/cm), the segregation tendency of the coarse aggregate 
increases in both the static and dynamic test whereas increasing the cementitious material (at 
constant 0.40 w/cm) slightly reduced the segregation tendency. This hindered the beneficial 
effect of increasing the volume of mortar compound by increasing the cementitious material 
content resulting in increasing the segregation of coarse aggregate particles in the mixture.In 
order to quantify the effect of HRWRA and VMA dosage, the authors found that for constant 
w/cm and VMA content the ability of the SCC mixtures to resist egregation linearly decreased 
with increasing the HRWRA dosage. Lastly, the authors recommended the CA/TA content to be 
limited to 0.5 in order to reduce the inter-particle friction between the coarse aggregate particles, 
thus enhancing the flow ability of the SCC. To conclude the authors delineated the relationship 
between the various effects of the basic mixture ingredients on the segr gation resistance of 
SCC. They correlated the coefficient of variation (up to 10%) and the penetration depth of the 
coarse aggregate under both the static and dynamic segregation of SCC. The ability of SCC 
mixtures to resist segregation significantly decreases with the incr asing w/cm and the dosage of 
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HRWRA. The VMA also found to be an effective tool for reducing the segregation resistance of 
SCC. However, the total content of cementitious materials had a mixed effect on the segregation 
mainly in the dynamic segregation; increasing the cementitious materials resulted in the increase 
in the segregation for SCC at high w/cm ratio, whereas in contrast with low w/cm ratio with 
increasing content of the cementitious material enhanced the ability of SCC mixture to resist 
segregation. 
 
2.3.3 Hardened SCC 
Composition of materials for SCC differs from the composition of materials for CVC. 
SCC is usually sandier, and the binder (cement plus filler) content is higher. Properly 
proportioned and executed SCC is generally more compact and less variable than equivalent 
CVC. A combined worldwide experience proved that that there is onlya small difference 
between SCC and CVC hardened concrete properties ( Newmann , Choo, 2003) of the same 
water-to-binder (water-to-cement) ratio, although some of those properties (e.g. compressive 
strength, bond to reinforcement, permeability, drying shrinkage, etc.) are enhanced in SCC. 
According to Bonen, Shah (2005), the modulus of elasticity of the SCC is smaller than the 
ordinary concrete as the elastic modulus of the aggregate is higher than the paste and the SCC 
has a relatively less amount of the coarse aggregate than the pas e. Furthermore the shrinkage of 













Figure 2.11(a): Microstructure of CVCv Figure 2.11(b): Microstructure of SCC (Newmann, Choo, 2003) 
concrete because of the more paste volume as compared to normal concrete. The creep is higher 
than the normal concrete as the aggregate content is less than the pas e in the SCC. 
Improvements in compressive strength and some durability characteristi s of SCC (i.e. oxygen 
and water permeability) are related to the reduced porosity of the interfacial transition zone 
(between cement paste and aggregates) of SCC and general improveent of the microstructure 
of SCC compared with CVC concrete.  
It was Assad, Khayat (2006) who evaluated the influence of the type and concentration of the 
viscosity enhancing admixtures (VEA) on the formwork pressure of SCC mixes. A liquid 
polysaccharide, powder polysaccharide and cellulose based VEA were used in the study. Both 
the naphthalene and polysaccharide based high range water reducing admixtures (HRWRA’s) 
were employed. The thixotropy of the concrete was evaluated and correlated to the initial lateral 
pressure and its variation with time. 
Tests results showed that the type, combination and the dosage rate of the VEA-HRWRA 
had a marked effect on the thixotropy and the formwork pressure. Secondly, irrespective of the 
VEA type and the combination with HRWRA , results indicated thate incorporation of the 
VEA type at a relatively low concentrations resulted in a lower formwork pressure compared 
with to the reference mixtures made without any VEA and those containing higher or medium 
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concentrations of VEA. In addition the SCC made with a low VEA concentration necessitated 
lower HRWRA demand to secure the targeted slump flow. Finally, a good relationship was 
established between the formwork pressure and thixotropy for SCC mixtures containing the low 
concentrations of VEA with mixtures of greater degree of thixotropy exerting lateral pressure on 
the formwork. Also the effect of the water and cementitious material ratio (w/cm) and the type of 
the high range water reducing admixtures on the SCC mixes was evaluated to account for the 
development of formwork pressure. They assessed the effect of w/cm and the HRWRA type on 
the variations in the lateral pressure of the self-consolidating co crete. The variations in the 
lateral pressure were related to the thixotropy of the concrete. The rate of pressure drop and 
increase in thixotropy with time, however were greater in mixtures made with a higher w/cm. 
This was attributed to the lower HRWRA demand that lead to a sharper fluidity loss with time. 
Compared with the naphthalene and melamine based HRWRA , the use of poly-carboxylate 
based HRWRA in SCC resulted in a lower rate of pressure drop with time. This was reflected by 
the greater fluidity retention of the mixtures containing the poly-carboxylate based HRWRA. 
The incorporation of a water reducing agent in the mixtures made with poly-naphthalene 
sulfonate based HRWRA had increased the lateral pressure development of the plastic concrete 
over time. Thus, the results were of high interest mainly to the concrete technologists and 
contractors using the highly flow-able concrete. 
Manufacturers and Pre-casters: 
  Concrete product manufacturers value the SCC technology more than most. There are a 
number of reasons for this: the benefits of SCC are evaluated and recognized faster and more 
accurately at a precast factory than on construction site; pre-cast rs are not restricted by the 
selection of the type of concrete and technology; precast production is a repeated process much 
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more suitable to the implementation of automation. Though there are advantages of producing 
high quality SCC pre-stress members at reduced labour, their concerns about its effects on the 
hardened properties had limited its widespread applications. Schindler, Barnes, Roberts, 
Rodriguez (2007) evaluated SCC mixtures for use in pre-stress members, effect of mixture 
proportions on fresh properties, strength and modulus of elasticity at pre-stress transfer and the 
shrinkage behavior of concrete in full scale members. They found that the sand to total aggregate 
ratio had practically no effect on the value of characteristic compressive trength (fci) of the SCC 
mixtures. It was found that the higher compressive strength fci values were obtained by 
decreasing the water to cementitious material ratio. 
 
2.4   ISSUE OF BOND IN PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE: 
 Researchers found it difficult to model a mathematical representation of the bond 
problem over the decades.  
An assurance criterion for Flexural Bond in Pre-tensioned Hollow Core Units. 
Anderson and Anderson (1976). 
The main purpose of the test was to investigate the flexural bond performance  of the precast pre-
stressed products.  They tested 36 factory – produced hollow core units of spans ranging from 8 
to 20 ft . In order to understand the  strand  slip in the members , they explained the concept of 
"free end slip". They found that the amount of "draw in" in the members after sawing is referred 
to as the "free end slip". They found that it is proportional to the transfer length, and it is an 
indication of the quality of the transfer bond development in a pre-tensioned member. They 
claimed   excessive transfer length could lead to premature overlap between the transfer region 
and the flexural bond wave. Thus , to conclude the correlation between the members ability to 
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achieve the transfer bond and its flexural bond strength , the free end slip serve as a predictor of 
the general bond failure. The ultimate strength of the member is di ectly related to the free end 
slip as this indicates the failure due to the premature loss of bond. The other factors that resulted 
in the failure are the amount of slippage , nominal diameter of the strands and the development 
length. They supported that the tests conducted at PCA, had shown that low concrete strengths 
like 2000 psi was not a primary factor in the bond performance. The transfe  and flexural bond 
characteristics of strands proved that sudden transfer of pre-stress does not cause poor bond. 
They  tested eight specimens with oil coating around it, does not exhibit poor transfer or flexural 
bond performance. To conclude, they found that one factor which displayed the free high end 
slip and the subsequently early bond failure was the poor consolidation around the offending 
strands. This was due to the partial collapse of the nearest void, by rock pockets in the vicinity of 
the strands, large pores left by "bleeding" between the layers in the products cast in stages. 
  
 Nature of Bond Pre-tensioned Concrete 
Jack.R.Janney (1954) 
The aim of the research was to investigate the methods and function of bond in the pre-str ssed 
members. The main purpose of the study was to investigate a series of questions like the extent 
of influence of wire diameters on the transfer of pre-tension from the steel to th  c ncrete, the 
extent of the effect of surface conditions of the wires and strands on the pre-stress transfer bond 
properties, effect of the concrete strength on the transfer of stress from the pre-tensioned steel to 
the concrete and the importance of bond in resisting the external bending moments and whether 
the properties of the flexural bond are influenced by the pre-stress transfer bonding existing near 
the beam ends. He found that the adhesion i.e., the no slip condition can only take place if the 
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reduction in the tensile strain occurring in the steel at any point  after the pre-stress release equals 
the compressive strain in the concrete at the same point. At the ends, there is more reduction in 
the steel strain than that of the concrete strain, with the difference more predominant at the ends. 
He found that at the ends the reduction in the steel strain was maximum and the corresponding 
concrete strain is zero, indicated that there must have been an end slip and the factor of adhesi n 
can be discounted as the major factor of the pre-stress bond.  
Thus he claimed that the fiction between the concrete and the strand is the main factor 
responsible for the transfer of stress to the concrete. The coefficient of friction will vary with the 
surface characteristics of the wire and the paste. He found that the length of the embedment 
necessary to transmit the stress fully to the concrete was moderately greater as the wire diameter 
increases. To avoid the variation in retained tension , it was necessary to tension the wires higher 
or to increase the concrete cross section as the wire diameter increased. The other variable in the 
study was the concrete strength. As he found that concrete quality influences the ability of the 
concrete to sustain the radial pressure resulted from the increase in wire diameter, however 
frictional phenomena being the major contributor in the bond quality, the past quality had 
hardly any effect in the bond. In order to find the effect of surface condition on the bond, he 
tested both the rusted and clean wire in the beams. He found from the beam tests that the full 
effect of the rusting was not reflected in the bond stresses develop d at the release of the 
prestress transfer and the flexural bond properties of the rusted wir  were greatly superior to 
clean wires due to the increase in the coefficient of friction. In order to account for the ultimate 
flexural bond stresses, rusted and clean wires were used in the beams and tested for the ultimate 
loads and the cracking loads. The comparison showed that the ultimate load of each beam 
reinforced wit the clean wires were little above the cracking load regardless of the amount of 
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pretension in the wires. These beams the ultimate load was dependent on the cracking load 
irrespective of the amount of prestress in it. On the contrary the beams with the rus ed wire failed 
by steel fracture and the ultimate load was dependent on the strength of the wire and not the 
degree of pre-stress. His research concluded that there were variation in the anchorage length and 
shape of the stress transfer distribution for wires of different diameters and different surface 
conditions ranging from clean to rusted. There were also variations,  when the pre- ensioned steel 
was released to concretes of different strengths. He concluded by an elastic analysis of 
deformation that the pre-stress transfer bond was largely as a re ult of friction between the 
concrete and the steel. For the flexural bond stresses , it was found that the high bond stresses 
develop only after the cracking had occurred and the beam fails due to th  loss of bond, he 
concluded that the pre-stress beam will carry greater ultimate lo d than an unpre-stressed beam 
reinforced with the same steel. 
 
Use of large tendons in the Pre-Tensioned Concrete. 
Neils Thorsen (1954) 
 
The research showed the importance of bond properties in the prestress d members both at the 
ends and at the mid span. His research showed the significance of th  transfer length and 
ultimate length needed to develop the fully effective pre-stress force. The graphs plotted against 
the steel stresses and the distance from the free end with the increasing slopes (bond stress) 
showed the importance of the transfer zone and the bond properties associated along with it. He 
found that at the time of transfer of pre-stress, the tendon swells due to the Poisson's ratio for the 
steel and causes compression on the interface between the steel and the concrete. He concluded 
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that the bond stresses due to compression was more than the stresses due to tension. Lack of data 
and experimental test results inhibited him to correlate between the transfer length and the end 
slip. Though the assumptions were based on two simple concepts of fricti n and elastic bond.  
He also found that the bond properties do not depend on the steel type alone, but also on the 
initial stress level in the steel and quality of the concrete.  In order to account for the secondary 
stresses generated at the end zones due to swelling of the tendons during release, the concrete 
around the tendon takes the form of the thick walled cylinder matching t e shape of the tendon. 
The tensile stresses were maximum at the very end of a member and decreases over the 
transmission length. Thus to minimize these tensile stresses he called for further research on the 
spacing and nature of distribution of the strands.  
 
Effect of Age of Concrete on Bond Resistance. 
Peattie and Pope (1956). 
They performed a series of  tests which made the effect of age on the factors controlling 
the bond resistance in the adhesive and the frictional stages. The factors, which determined the 
bond resistance both in the adhesive and frictional stages, attain their steady values rapidly. The 
growth was more rapid in the frictional than the adhesive stages. Th  pull out test performed in 
order to quantify the effect of bond proved that they attained their bond strengths more rapidly 
than the torsion specimens as the mass the concrete and the length of the embedment was more 
in the pull out tests.  The growth of the bond resistance was more rapid th n that of the concrete 
strength. He concluded that the bond resistance was caused mainly by the shrinkage of the 
concrete closely adjacent to the steel. Due to the exothermic effect in the hardening concrete and 
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the thermal insulation provided by this material the development of the bond resistance was 
relatively more rapid. 
 
Flexural Bond Tests of pre-tensioned pre-stressed beams.  
Hanson and Kaar (1965) 
 
The major variables in the study were the embedment length and diameter of the strands with 
respect to their influence on the bond performance of the pre-tensioned pre-stressed beams. They 
correlated the variable involved in the flexural bond stresses. They found that when a strand was 
stressed to fracture at the ultimate load of the beam there must be a critical embedment length to 
be provided in order to avoid the strand slip. If the beam contains a high percentage of steel (or 
low concrete strength) then the flexural failure occurs by the crushing of the concrete though the 
steel was stressed below its ultimate strength. Thus, the bond slip id not occurred even if the 
embedment length provided was less than the critical length needed for the size of the strand 
used to develop the ultimate strand strength. Their research kicked in the correlating effect of 
concrete strength, percentage of steel and embedment length. During the beam tests they found 
that the beams with higher embedment length failed in flexure by crushing of the concrete after 
the yielding of the steel before the general bond slip occurred. With the decrease in the 
embedment length the failure was evident at the lower moments due to the slippage of the 
strands. The failure by the slippage of the strands occurred in the two stages firstly the general 
slip of the strands along its whole embedment length and secondly the destruction of the 
mechanical interlocking effect between the strand surface and the surrounding concrete. Thus, 
they suggested that for the static loading with a shorter embedment lengths an increase in the 
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loading was possible, in contrast with the dynamic loading the load carrying capacity was 
reduced significantly after the bond slip. They claimed that the high percentage of steel reduces 
the bond failure as the steel stresses are comparatively more than a beam with low percentage of 
steel. They found that with reduction in the concrete strength there was a decrease in the steel 
stresses in flexure resulting in a lower bond stresses over the mb dment length. By beam testing 
they found that the reduction in the average bond stresses due to the drop in the steel stress was 
greater than the reduction in the bond strength due to the drop in the concrete strength then a 
failure due to the general bond slip was less likely in the beam with reduced concrete strength 
(low concrete strength failed in flexure). In short an increase in the reinfo cement percentage or a 
reduction in the concrete strength reduced the possibility of the bond slip, as the steel stresses at 
flexural failure and the bond stresses are reduced. The rusting of the strands raised the moment at 
the general bond slip and the ultimate moment of resistance relative to the beams with clean 
smooth strand. Lastly, they concluded that the end anchors did not become effective until the slip 
had occurred along the entire embedment length and they hardly restrain the onset of general 
slip. 
  
Influence of concrete strength on strand transfer length.  
Kaar,  Lafraugh and Mass (1963). 
 
The research reported an investigation of the influence of the concrete strength on the stress 
transfer length of the seven wire strand at the time of the transfer of pre-stress. They found that 
the concrete strength had very little effect on the transfer length for the strands up to ½ in 
diameter. They tested four different strengths of the concrete with four different strand sizes. The 
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specimens were concentric and rectangular. They found that in the case of higher diameter 
strands like the 0.6 in , the transfer length reduced with the increase in the concrete strength at 
the cut end, but did not show a clear cut relationship for the dead end. It was evident that the 
average transfer length at the cut ends of the specimens were approximately 20 % greater than at 
the dead ends for strands of 0.5 in diameter and lower and 30% greater than the 0.6 in diameter. 
The amount of increase in the transfer length with time does not appear to be related to the 
concrete strength at the time of transfer. The concrete strengths in the specimens showing the 
greater increase in the transfer length ranged from 2500 psi to 5000 psi for different diameter of 
the strands. They noted that the length of the specimen over which the prestress is transferred 
measured from the point at which the concrete strains first rise above zero was almost the same 
for all the specimens prestressed with 0.6 in diameter strand. At the dead end of the specimens 
the concrete strain commenced to increase immediately, indicating no slip occurred in the end 
regions where the pre-stress was transferred to the concrete gradually. The local slip of the 
strands at the cut ends of the specimens were apparently due to the sudden transfer of the pre-
stress associated with the flame cutting of the strands. It was also observed that the local spalling 
occurred around each strand on the end face at the cut ends of the specimen prestressed with 0.6 
in diameter. No such spalling was observed where the prestress was transferred gradually. They 
claimed that the strands upto 0.5 in diameter demonstrated the more rapid build up of prestress 
close to the ends of the specimens made from the higher strength concretes even though the 
distance to achieve the full prestress did not vary systematically with the concrete strength. 
Finally , they concluded that the average increase in the transfe length over a period of one year 
following prestress transfer was 6% of all the sizes of the strands. The maximum increase in the 
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transfer length was 19%. The increase in the transfer length with time was apparently 
independent of the concrete strength at the time of transfer. 
Effect of strand Blanketing on Performance of Pre-tensioned Girders.  
Paul Kaar and Donald D.Magura (1965). 
Two methods were used in the study for the limitation of compressive and tensile 
concrete stresses near the ends of the pre-tensioned members. Some of the pre-tensioned strands 
may be "harped" that means that they can be deflected upwards near the ends of the members 
(expensive process) or the other one was prevention of the bond to the concr te at the ends either 
by plastic tubing or "blanketing". The purpose of their investigation was to explore the possible 
effects of blanketing on the flexural behavior at the service loads an  on the ultimate flexural, 
bond and the shear strength of the pre-tensioned pre-stressed girders. Unde the service loads, the 
stresses in the pre-stressed reinforcement normally remains near the pre-stress level and the 
flexural bond stresses are negligible. For loads to the ultimate flexural strength, the stresses in 
the pre-stressed reinforcement must eventually increase substantially beyond the pre-stress level. 
If inadequate embedment (development) length was provided the ultimate strength was governed 
by bond failure rather than by flexure. They also claimed that the mechanical interlocking 
provided substantial force even after bond slip. Tests were conducted to study the influence of 
the flexural and flexure/shear cracking on the development length. Only three girders were tested 
and the strands used were 3/8 in diameter. Beams were fatigue loaded to 5 million cycles, then 
they are statically loaded to ultimate. Of the three beams, one was fully bonded, one was 
partially bonded and one was fully de-bonded. In the tests to ultimate there was no significant 
difference in the behavior of the first two beams. In the third beam however the ultimate strength 
was reduced by about 15%. The failure on the third beam did not occur at the maximum moment 
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(where the first two failed) but at a point 7.5 ft from the maxium corresponding to the de-
bonded strand.  
Influence of surface roughness of pre-stressing strands on bond performance.. 
Hanson (1969). 
Their investigation evaluated the effect of the surface roughness on the bond strength of the 
strands in the pre-tensioned beams with seven wire strands. The comparison was made for the 
bond strength in the "as received" condition with that of the partially rusted, rusted and deformed 
(dimpled) strand. They found that for the members which needed high bonding capacity both the 
transfer bond and flexural bond for short cantilevers, short flexural members railroad ties, truss 
members, footing beams etc, surface roughness of the prestressing stra ds provided much 
improvement. The release of pre-stress by cutting strands with a torch or grinding wheel 
increases the transfer length. They recommended further studies to determine if there were a 
problem of shock due to the energy release or with the stress increase in the strands during the 
release. They found that the flexural loading produced high steel str sses in the transfer region of 
the members reinforced with the smooth strand led to the failure by bond slip at bending 
moments substantially below the ultimate flexural stress. The flexural strength at the beam ends 
was increased by shortening the beam ends. These showed that both the surface rust and surface 
deformations effectively increased the flexural strength by improving the bond. Earlier , it was 
concluded that the bond transfer length could be reduced by using a small strand diameter or by 
providing a gentle and gradual release of the pre-stress. 
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Bond Strength as a function of strand tension and Cement Paste Content for Lightweight 
Aggregate concrete.  
Tulin and M.Al-Chalabi (1969).   
 They studied the effect of strand tension and cement content as a function of the bond 
strength. Several concrete mixes using the conventional sand were us d in the investigation. 
They assumed the bond strength as a function various parameters like characteristics 
compressive strength of concrete, strand tension, reference strand tension, absolute volume of 
cement paste and absolute volume of sand and lightweight coarse aggregate. They developed 
empirical and analytical relationships in reference to a surface which could be interrelated as a 
tension ratio and cement paste ratio. Results showed that a decrease in the pre-stressing force 
was accompanied by a slight increase in the bond strength while an ncrease in the cement 
content produced a slight decrease in the bond strength over the range of variation parameters 
considered.  
Bonding Properties of 0.5 in Diameter Strands. 
Edwards and Picard (1972). 
The purpose of the investigation was to determine the bonding properties of 0.5 in diameter 
strands and verified the theoretical results obtained after the experimental tests. 
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They studied the cracking mechanisms of the concrete member, a theory that was 
developed to predict the spacing and width of the cracks using the bonding properties of the 
reinforcements defined by the "bond slip" curve. From the bond stress slip relationships they 
found that when the bond stresses were reached or close to its maximum value the longitudinal 
crack appeared. When the strands which were embedded in the concrete elongated, bearing 
action occurred between the outside wires and the concrete matrix filling the helical groves of 
the strand. This bearing pressure was enhanced if the torsional movement of the srand was 
prevented. In the tests reported , the concrete specimen was free to rotate with th  strand thereby 
the additional contribution to the bond was absent and the measured bond was lower than that 
obtained in the tension member tests. Stocker and Sozen proved that the torsional stiffness had a 
little effect on the bond. They concluded that the bond relationship for the strand was almost 
linear up to the critical slip. For further increase in the slip, the bond stresses mained constant 
and equal to its maximum value provided no longitudinal crack appeared in the specimens. The 
average value of the maximum bond strength decreased when the concrete cover increased du  
to the settlement of the concrete under the strand which was held in a horizontal position dur ng 
the casting. The crack width depended mainly on the steel stresses at the crack and on the 
maximum bond strength of the reinforcement. The crack width increased with the seel stresses, 
strand diameter and decreased with the increasing bond strength. The predicted average crack 
width and predicted experimental scatter compared in accordance with the experimental results. 
 Bond fatigue tests of beams simulating pre-tensioned concrete crosstie . 
Paul H.Kaar and Norman Hansom. (1975). 
The research used three types of strand conditions smooth ,  rusted and sandblasted. Both the 
gentle release and sudden release were used for detensioning.  
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The average values of the transfer length showed that the smooth strand had a longer 
transfer length than the rusted and abraded ones. Also the sudden release of the prestress resulted 
in the longer transfer lengths. It was found that the cross-sectional properties greatly influenced 
the  measured transfer length. The number of strands greatly influenced the transfer length. The 
larger the number of strands for a cross section, the less scatter there is in the data and more 
accurately it could be predicted. They found that the size of the cross section influenced the 
transfer length itself. To conclude the larger cross sectional area, shorter the transfer length. 
Their research concluded that the smooth strand did not performed well and resulted in the bond 
failure even before the first cycle was reached. Thus the surface condition of the strands 
effectively reduced the required transfer length. For the bond failure to occur before cracking 
load was reached, the point of load or the point of maximum moment must be placed in or very 
near to the transfer zone.  
Development of Pre-stressing Strands. 
Paul Zia and Talat Mostafa (1977). 
They performed extensive research in the development of bond and equations for the transfer 
length of pre-stressing strands. Several investigators had formulated theories for the transfer 
length based on different concepts of bond between steel and concrete like wedging action, 
friction, friction plus shrinkage or certain assumed bond slip relationships. Their valid ties were 
questionable as they are based on elastic concept and highly localized concrete stresses are 
generated within the transfer zone.  
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The various factors affecting the transfer lengths are type of steel (wire, strand), steel size 
(diameter), surface conditions of the steel (clean , oiled, rusted), concrete strength, type of 
loading (static , repeated and impact), type of release (gradual, sudden , flame cutting, sawing), 
confining reinforcement around steel (helix or stirrups), time dependent effect , consolidation 
and consistency of concrete around steel and amount of concrete coverage. As most of the 
parameters were not properly and uniformly quantified they were left for urther research in the 
bond studies. It was concluded that the transfer lengths were longer f r la ger steel sizes, higher 
pre-stress level and lower concrete strengths. Sudden release of pr -stress by flame cutting or 
sawing increased the transfer length. Since the strands provided a certain amount of mechanical 
resistance in addition to friction their transfer length were shorter than the smooth wires. Under 
repeated loading applied outside the transfer zone , no significant effec  on the transfer length 
were observed. If applied within the transfer zone repeated loading caused early bond failure if 
the crack was developed within or near the transfer zone. The use ofreinf rcement to resist the 
bursting stresses near the end of the pre-stressing steel reduced slightly the transfer length, 
although the effect was not significant. They found the transfer length  were increased for small 
size wires, however, there were virtually no change in the transfer length with time. 
Fatigue tests of pre-tensioned girders with blanketed and draped strands. 
Kaar, Russell, Bruce Jr (1979) 
They performed fatigue tests on full-sized AASTHO bridge girders and found that to control 
stresses in the end regions of the pre-tensioned members, straight strands having un-bonded 
blanketed lengths at the ends of the girders could be used effectively and economically as an 
alternative to draped strands.  
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For similar loading conditions they found that the behavior and strength were the same for the 
girders having either blanketed or draped strands. The fatigue life of the specimens designed for 
a maximum tensile stresses of 6(f'c)^0.5 under the full service load was significantly less than 
that of the specimens designed for zero tension and had blanketed strands designed for twice the 
development length only small slip of the strands occurred. This indicate  adequate bond of the 
blanketed strands for about 3 million cycles of repetitive loading. Also the blanketing did not 
cause the fatigue of the strands. They found that the use of ties to confine the concrete in the 
stress transfer region of the blanketed strands in one specimen did not provide any substantial 
improvement in the behavior of the specimens. They recommended that the development length 
greater than ld without exceeding the allowable concrete stresses, would result in less length of 
the strands to be blanketed and more economical to manufacture. When the t sion was allowed 
in the concrete under service load conditions  design of the girders to prevent strand fatigue must 
be considered. Further , research was needed to determine the fatigueproperties of the pre-
stressing strands as well as the level of tension in the concrete at which pre-tensioned girders 
would be able to withstand traffic loading without the strand fatigue during their design service. 
They suggested further research to determine the distance till which the pre-stressing strands 
could be extended beyond the point where they were not needed. 
 Use of de-bonded strands in Pre-tensioned bridge members. 
Daniel Horn and Kent Preston (1981). 
They illustrated the methods of debonding. The test results of the pret nsioned members with 
debonded tendons were summarized and a design procedure was established.  
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The research also investigated the effect of debonding on the strength a d behavior of the 
prestressed concrete girders subjected to repetitive loading.  They determined the length required 
to develop the strands in the debonded construction, whether the tension in the co crete under 
service load condition affects the development length, whether "wrapping" to confine the 
concrete in the stress transfer region of the debonded strands were beneficial. They concluded 
that debonded members designed for one development length and zero tension stress under the 
service load conditions exhibited a strength equal to girders with bonded draped strands. The de-
bonded members designed for a maximum tensile stresses in the concr te of 6*(f'c)^0.5 and one 
development length failed in bond fatigue while those members designed for twice the 
development length exhibited equal strength when compared to draped stran s. The use of 
"wrapping" to confine the concrete in the stress transfer region of the debonded strands did not 
provide any substantial improvement in the strength or serviceability of hat specimen. They 
further recommended further research to determine the length to which the strands must be 
extended beyond the point where they were theoretically no longer needed. They concluded that 
out of the various techniques of debonding like greasing, chemical retarders, taping, split 
sheathing and solid sheathing; the solid sheathing gained popularity. This eliminated the long 
sections of the taping that the split sheathing required. The sheathing was pushed over the strands 
however the added time to perform the operation was less than that required to tape the split 
sheathing. 
Bonding and Corrosion Protection Properties of two coatings for prestressing steels. 
Fernand Ellyin and Rafik Matta (1982). 
The aim of the research was to study the effect of corrosion resistance and bonding properties of 
the two types of coatings. 
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 The cement slurry and the coal tar modfified epoxy resin were applied on the different 
types of prestressing strands. Twenty pretensioned and post tensioned beams with uncoated, 
cement slurried, resin coated strands were subjected to the attack of calcium chloride and sulphur 
dioxide environments. They concluded that the protective coating having an undesirable anti 
corrosive qualities might affect the bonding strength of the prestressing strands to the concrete. 
Such an effect must be taken into consideration by insuring a sufficient bond length for the 
coated strands. The cement slurry provided an excellent bonding mechanism to concrete for 
smooth, straight wires. It also provided a good protective layer for the steel. However, it must be 
ensured that there were no cracks in the applied coating by adding inert plasticizers. The concrete 
strengths affected the bonding strength of the embedded coated wires. The higher the strength , 
the better the bonding, in the case of smooth wires it was less appreciable. In the post-tensioning 
system , the pre-stressing steel of left without any kind of protecti n even for a shorter time in a 
moist corrosive environment, it will undergo substantial mechanical changes(strength loss and 
ductility), which will lead to undesirable results.  
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Pre-stress Transfer Bond of pre-tensioned strands in concrete. 
R. Stanton Over and Tung Au (1981) 
The main objective of the research was the diameter of the strands and the bond transfer length 
required for each strand diameter was studied. The tests were made on the specim ns with the 
pre-tensioned strands of ¼ in , ¾ in and ½ in diameter and also on a specimen with single wire of 
0.250 in for the purpose of correlating data. For any given distance from the free end, the average 
stress in the concrete was proportional to the stress in the pre-stressing strands, regardless of the 
range of stresses and pre-stressing loads. They compared the concrete surface stresses to the steel 
strand stresses at the same distance from the free ends. The concrete stresss increased linearly 
with respect to the interior steel stresses to a point as the pre-stress load was applied. Then the 
steel stresses were decreased at a faster rate compared to the increas  i  the concrete stresses. 
Also they noticed that the concrete stresses diminished as the steel stress s d creased. This 
proved the fact the seven wire strand, in contrast to the individual wires, developed addition l 
stresses in the concrete after they had slipped. This is due to the mechanical bond resistance was 
an important characteristics of the strand performance in pre-stressed beams. To conclude they 
suggested that the transfer length required for the strands of larger diameter was greater than that 
of the smaller strands. They found considerable difference in the stress distribution and transfer 
length found by gages applied directly to the strands and concrete surfaces, and concluded that 
data obtained from strand gages were more accurate. The multiple wire strands required lesser 
transfer length than single wire strands of equal strength and stresses.   
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Pre-stress  Transfer Length. 
R.E Loov and  R.Weerasekera (1990). 
The study showed that the improved transfer length predictions could be made if the effect of 
concrete strengths, pre-stress, cover, spacing were taken onto consideration in the 50 times strand 
diameter equation. On the basis of Janney (1954) , who concluded that the concrete near the 
tendon would have radial compressive stresses exceeding the elastic limit so that inelastic 
deformation occurred,  they performed an analytical study. They considered that the tr nsfer 
length had three zones, a zone nearest the end with the radial cracks extended to the surface, an 
intermediate zone with the radially cracked concrete restrained by an annulus of n-cracked 
concrete and a third zone which is elastic and uncracked. The radial cracks were asmed to be 
sufficiently narrow so that some tension continued to transfer across them. They concluded from 
the numerical analysis that the prestressing steel expanded so much in the tra sfer region that the 
concrete developed radial cracks along most of the transfer length. The expected width of  the 
cracks in the transfer zone fell within the "cohesive cracking" range which permitted the tension 
to continue to the transferred zone across them. They concluded that the analysis was sensitive to 
small changes in diameter, any irregularities or surface roughness producing an effective 
increase of diameter during slip may be subjected to importance. From the equilibrium analysis, 
they found that the transfer length could be predicted by considering simple transverse and axial 
equilibrium provided the average concrete tensile stresses and coeeficient o friction can be 
estimated. For each strand size and level of prestress there appeared to be an optimum cover 
which was most effective. However, the biggest drawbacks of his study were assuming the strain 
compatibility at the steel and concrete interface and assuming pre-stress as a smooth cylinder 
thereby disallowing any mechanical interlock.  
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B. W. Russell (1992) 
 
According to Russell (1992), that the tangential stresses in the concrete surrounding the 
strand exceeds the tensile capacity of the material, causing the concrete to crack locally and 
creating a material discontinuity. Also the friction factor has been recognized as a major 
contributor to the transfer and development of the pre-stressing force, but there have been very 
few efforts to quantify the frictional bond stresses between the pre-stressing steel and concrete. 
Thirdly, the helical nature of the seven wires contributes to the bond stresses by the mechanical 
interlocking (Russell, 1992).            
SCC has drawn attention in pre-stressed industry due to benefit in enhacing construction 
productivity. Despite the interest in SCC and rapid development of SCCtechnology, its 
widespread use is restrained somewhat by the material and structural performance concerns, 
including the issue of bond. 
The concept behind the pre-stressing and reinforced concrete clearly relies on the ability 
to transfer tensile forces from the strands into the hardened concrete both during service as well 
as at ultimate. This forms the basis of the design consideration of the precast/pre-stressed 
members through the formulations of the development length to ensure the proper anchorage of 
the pre-stressing strand when relying only on the interaction between the strand and the 
surrounding concrete. These transfers of stresses from the strand to the concrete in simple terms 
are done by three basic mechanisms of materials. They are: 
• Adhesion. 
• Hoyer’s Effect 
• Mechanical Interlocking. 
 
 2.4.1 Adhesion: It is the tendency of the certain dissimilar molecul s to cling together due to 
attractive forces. This happens due to the differences in the surface of the strands and wires cause 
the mechanism of transmission of the pre
vary. According to Russell (1992), the glue between the concrete and the steel is rigid
The failure of the glue is brittle. This means that it prevents displace
the concrete until a certain critical stress is reach d. At this critical stress, the glue fails and the
resistance reduces to zero. Due to this rigid
nothing to either pre-stress transfer bond or the bond developed to resist additional strand tension 
from the applied loads.  
   Figure 2.12: Adhesion Effect (Russell,
 2.4.2 Hoyer’s Effect: In 1939, E. Hoyer investigated the mechanism of stres  transfer from the 
pre-tensioned steel to the concrete. He found out that lateral pressure between the pre
steel and the encasing concrete mainly influences th  bond behavior within the transfer length. 
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The steel is elongated due to the pre-tensioning which results in a later l contraction of the steel. 
Upon release, the steel tries to return to its unstressed dimensions but the hardened concrete 
inhibits the expansion of the steel. High lateral pressure arises between steel and concrete while 
stress is transferred. The radial pressure dominates the transfer of the pre-tensioning force and 
the bond strength of the steel, especially for smooth strands. This effect is known as the “Hoyer 
Effect” or as “Poisson’s ratio effect”, as shown below. 
 
   Figure 2.13: Schematic of Hoyer Effect (Russell, 1992) 
According to Hegger, Will, Butte (2007) the bond anchorage of the strand is mainly a function of 
three main parts: 
• Base Value. 
• A stress – dependent part. 
• A slip-dependent part. 
The base value of the bond is a combination of the adhesion and base friction. The stress- 
dependent part results from the additional friction due to the lateral pressure between steel and 
concrete as explained by Hoyer Effect. Due to slip, a strand moves through the concrete and 
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follows the pre-shaped channel. The slightly irregular geometry of the strands (e.g the variation 
of the pitch) restrains the strand. Hereby, the bond stresses increases (slip dependent part).  
At the top of the figure, a concrete specimen with a strand after the release of the pre-tensioning  
 
 Figure 2.14: Correlation of Bond and Transfer Length (Josef Hegger,Nobert Will,Sebastian Bulte, 2007) 
is shown including the expansion of the steel, the resulting lateral pressure and the end slip. The 
schematic bond slip relationships and the bond strength related to the exist nt bond slip are 
displayed for different areas along the transfer length. At the bottom, the development of the 
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bond stress, lateral stress, slip and the transferred stresses are shown along the transfer length.It 
is interesting to note that the bond stresses are not constant along he transfer length. The slip as 
well as the lateral stresses arises from the difference between the steel and the concrete strain 
when the pre-tensioning is released.  
As long as the steel and concrete are not in equilibrium, the steel continues to deform 
relative to the concrete, which results in slip and lateral pressu . The resulting bond stresses 
transfers the pre-tensioning to the concrete. Thus, close to the end of the member, almost the full 
pre-strain is re-covered (Figure: 2.14 area a). Furthermore, a high lateral pressure occurs between 
the steel and the concrete to establish equilibrium between the steel and the concrete. Thus, 
besides the base of the bond, the stress dependent part as well as th  slip dependent part is fully 
activated. Along the transfer length, the pre-stress in the concrete increases and the stresses to be 
transmitted decreases as shown in the diagram (Figure: 2.14, area b). Therefore, the slip and the 
radial pressure between steel and concrete are reduced compared to th  beginning of the transfer 
length. This reduction leads to a reduced bond stress. The figure explain d that the slips as well 
as the stress dependent part are less pronounced. Near the end of the transfer length (Figure:2.14 
area c) only little additional stresses has to be transferred from the steel to the concrete. In this 
area, the slip and the concrete pressure are very low. Thus, only little more than the base value of 
the bond strength is activated. Outside, the transfer length the steel and the concrete are in 
equilibrium without the stress transfer. Neither the bond stress nor the lateral pressure nor slip 
occurs outside the transfer length due to the pre-stressing of the concrete.  
2.4.3 Mechanical Interlocking: According to Russell (1992), the concrete forms an envelope or 
sleeve surrounding the seven wire strand. The hardened concrete mimics the shape of the seven 
wire strand. The concrete surrounds the strand filling the narrow crevices between the individual 
 
wires. These crevices are called the interstices of the strand. If the strand attempts to pull 
the concrete without twisting, the movement is resist d by the concrete ridges acting on the 
outside of the wires of the strand. This resistance is called mechanical interlocking. In a seven 
wire strand, the six outside wires are wound around o e s
The helical windings provide the “humps” necessary to develop mechanical interlocking in pre
tensioned strand. When the tension is applied to the s rand, movement of the strand relative to 
the concrete is resisted to the interlocking of the outside wires reacting against matching 
deformations in the concrete. This is illustrated in the diagram below (Russell, 1992):
 
  Figure: 2.15: T2 = 
   Where, Umin
    Pps =
     µ   = Friction Coefficient
Significance of interlocking: The mechanical interlocking is the largest contributor to the 
flexural bond mostly in the cracked regions. It was found that as the crack forms, the strands slip 
must occur for some small finite distance on either side of the crack to preserve the compatibility 
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ingle center wire in a helical pattern.  
T1 + Pps* ∫∆L Umin dl (Russell, 1992) 
→f (f i , sin
2θ,µ) 








of the strand. When the slip occurs, the mechanical interlocking is activated by the reaction of 
the outside wires interlocking with the concrete envelope. Bond stresses from the mechanical 
interlocking can be very large in the immediate vicinity of cracking. The flexural bond stresses 
results from the changes in stresses in the steel. Thus, at the crack locations rapid increases in the 
steel stresses demonstrates the high bond stresses. 
 
2.4.4 Structural Significance of Pre-stress Bond 
Transfer Bond Stresses: 
The distribution of the bond stresses τ at the transfer of the pre-stressing force is mainly 
due to the combination of the mechanical interlocking and Hoyer’s effect. The transfer bond 
mainly comes from the Hoyer’s effect as the twist restraint is the origin of formation of the 
mechanical interlocking to develop fully effective. The increase in the bond from the mechanical 
interlocking develops as the twist restrained is generated from the Hoyer’s Effect. The 
approximate distribution of the bond stresses at transfer due to these m chanisms, where bond 
stress becomes zero, the stress in the strand becomes equal to the stress due to the pre-stressing. 
The length associated with this is termed as the “bond length”. It will depend on the quality of 
the bond and on the transverse pressure determined by the member geomtry and transverse 
reinforcement. The pre-stressing force is introduced into the member until the concrete stresses 
exhibit a linear distribution over the section. The length needed for achieving this is referred to 
as the “transfer length”.    
At the face of the structural member, the steel and the concrete str sses are zero. The 
shear or the bond stresses between the strand and the concrete increases rapidly until it reaches 
its maximum value, beyond which it decreases as per a parabolic curve.  
 
Due to the bond effect, the compressive stresses radiate from the wire into the concrete 
causing warping at the member 
develops acting radially towards the strand. This further enhances the “Hoyer Effect”. 








  Figure 2.16:  Bond Mechanics in Transfer Zone (Russell, 1992)
Moreover, this deformation a
transverse reinforcement.  
  
  Figure 2.17: Section
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nds. As a consequence of this, a zone of compressive tresses 
 
lso introduces tensile stresses which call for the ne d of the 
 




To summarize the “Hoyer Effect” is the greatest contributing mechanism to “bond” at the 
time of pre-stress release. Mechanical interlock is the main contributor to the “bond” when the 
stress in the strand is increased above the initial transfer stresses i.e. when the concrete cracks 
and the strands stress levels are increased over their initial state. Lastly, the adhesion mechanism 
is the smallest contributor to developing bond stresses between the strand and the concret . 
Flexural Bond Stresses: 
 In the design of pre-tensioned beam, the tension in the strand must increase to resist the 
applied moments. According to Russell (1992), as loads increase and the concrete cracks, the 
strands are required to carry even greater tension. The additional strand tension must be resisted 
by the bond stresses. These bond stresses that resist the external loads have been called “flexural 
bond stresses”. Before the appearance of the cracks the bond action actually plays a minor role as 
the shear transmission takes place just as in a section made up of a homogeneous material. Thus, 
the pre-tensioned beam can adequately carry working loads even without the presence of bond. If 
the bond does exist, then only a very slight shear stress occurs between he tendon and the 
concrete due to the connection between the small area of steel (times the material modular ratio) 
and the rest of the total cross-section. To conclude, when the working load is exceeded and 
cracks occur in the tensile zone of the concrete does bond become necessary. 
 As the concrete cracks, tension in the steel increases suddenly and abruptly. Large 
increases in the strand tension must be matched by large increases in bond stresses adjacent to 

















Figure 2.18: Concrete and Bond Stresses at Crack (Russell,1992).
 
According to Russell (1992), when a crack
some finite distance on either side of the crack. The length of the slip is dependent on the value 
of the bond stresses adjacent to the crack and the to al strand slip must equal the width of the 
crack. The relative displacement U







 forms in the concrete, the strands must slip for 
s, summed over the length of the slip equals the crack width:





As the bond stresses resist steel tension, they also induce tension into the concrete. As the 
concrete tension increases between primary cracks, the tensile strength of the concrete may be 
exceeded and a secondary crack may form. As shown in the diagram, the bond stresses are the 
highest in the immediate adjacent to the cracks and the decrease with distance away from the 
cracks. At the crack locations, the concrete stresses are zero. Th  equilibrium between the bond 
stresses and the concrete tension must be satisfied: 
  Bond Stresses*Bond Area = Concrete Tension (Russell, 1992) 
Bond stresses are assumed to vary as a sine wave between the crack locations. This 
distribution satisfied the boundary conditions and provides a continuous function between 
cracks. The area of concrete tension is basically the area of the cross section immediately 
influenced by the strands. Equilibrium between the bond stresses and the concr te tension must 
be balanced. The bond stresses can be evaluated by integrating over the bonded length times the 
perimeter of all the strands, then setting it equal to the concrete tension: 
   N*Pps∫ u max*cos π/2s *dx = fr*A c  
Where, 
N = Number of strands 
   Pps = Strand Perimeter 
   S = Crack Spacing 
   fr = Modulus of the concrete 
   Ac = Area of concrete that resists tension 
   Umax= Maximum Bond Stresses.  
However, the development of new flexural cracks towards the end of the member will 
continue with the increasing strength demands due to the load distributon. The bond stress 
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demands will follow along with the localized high stress demands at the crack. Increased tensile 
stresses in the strand will cause a reduction of the cross-sectional area due to Poisson’s effect. 
Thus, if the cracking extends into the transfer zone region, the reduced cross-section tendon area 
will compromise the Hoyer effect, which is the main mechanism for the bond in the transfer 
region. The relative slip of the strand can occur leading to a reduction in the pre-stressing force 
and thus limiting the attainment of the section full flexural capaity. In addition, the reduced 



















 2.5 Concluding Remarks: 
 Moreover, the research performed on the structural significance of pre-stress bond with 
the high strength concrete had provided us with sufficient evidence that HSC had a significant 
effect on the bond strength of the strands. The high strength concrete produces higher bond 
strength (Eden, 2006). However, with the ongoing advent of self-consolidating concrete and its 
application in the pre-stress industry definitely adds further attention to the effect of bond. 
Thus, in this research the size and the coarse aggregate content are the variables that are 
used for developing the SCC mix designs. After, performing the fresh properties like Slump, J- 













Mix Design Development and Evaluation 
3.1 Concept of mixing process of SCC for bond test: 
In order to achieve a well balance between three major attributes of SCC i.e., 
“segregation resistance”, “filling ability” and “passing ability” a very prudent and extremely 
accurate mixture proportioning is to be done. SCC is more sensitive to any departure from the 
target mix design and mixing technique than the conventional concrete. This means that the 
allowable deviations in weighing and dispensing are smaller, the allowable variations in the 
concrete constituents (e.g. variations in aggregate shape and gr ding curves, moisture content, 
cement composition) are smaller, and batching sequence and mixing times should be followed 
more closely. Thus, a greater diligence should be executed in documenting concrete and raw 
material properties. 
 The flow ability of a concrete mix is a complex interaction between the inter-particle 
friction in the in the aggregate phase and the fluidity of the paste phase. The water-to-powder 
ratio and the admixtures control the fluidity of the cement paste. If the aggregate particles have 
too much friction due to poor grading or shape, the paste will have to be very fluid to 
compensate and achieve the desired concrete flow-ability. If the past  is too fluid, segregation 
will result. Thus to start with it is always recommended to select the most consistent and best-
graded and shaped aggregate economically possible, and to use high cement paste fractions to 
increase space between the aggregate particles. Estimating the required batch weights involves a 





3.a) Determining Required slump flow: 
 Before starting the proportioning of SCC, it is important to take into consideration the 
project specifications. The review will guide us in attaining the slump flow, compressive 
strengths and age when the strength is to be attained. 
 Therefore, the proportioning  was adopted from the PCI Interim Guidelines for the Use of 
SCC in PCI Member Plants and other referral documents like EB001(Design and Control of 
Concrete Mixtures), ACI 211.1-Standard Practices for Selecting Proportions for Normal, 
Heavyweight and Mass Concrete and ACI 301-Specifications for Structural Concrete for 
Buildings (ACI). 
  The mixes shall be evaluated by trial batches prepared in accordance with ASTM 
C 192 and production tests under conditions simulating as closely as possible actual 
production and finishing. Each SCC mix water should be evaluated to assure it  ability to 
accept the water dosage variation consistent with the ability of the plant equipment to control 
total mix water without showing excessive bleeding or segregation. Thus the w/cm (water to 
cementitious) material ratio is one of the fundamental keys governing the strength and 
durability of the concrete. 
 
3.b) Coarse and Fine Aggregate Selection and Proportion: 
  The nominal maximum size of the coarse aggregate must be chosen with respect 
to obtaining the desired passing ability and stability of the plastic concrete. Blending always 
proves to be beneficial when working with two or more different aggregate sizes to obtain an 
optimum gradation. The particle shape of the coarse aggregate can have a significant impact 





ability to a mixture when compared to a crushed stone of similar size. All other parameters 
being equal, a higher volume of well rounded natural aggregate could be used in a concrete 
mix than of an angular crushed aggregate having the same gradation. Unlike the conventional 
concrete, when adjusting the proportions of a SCC mixture to achieve prop r yield , all the 
constituent aggregates should be adjusted simultaneously so that the overall gradation of the 
aggregates is not affected. The quantity is determined by using the dry rodded bulk density 
calculations as per the Portland Cement Association, Table 9-4 and 9-5. However, it was 
found that for normal density aggregates this typically yields an absolute volume that is 28-
32 % of the concrete volume, with the remaining 68-72% being mortar. Thus, to conclude the 
size, gradation and surface texture will influence the volume of the coarse aggregate that will 
permit acceptable passing and filling ability of the plastic SCC. The highly gap graded 
aggregate mixtures was avoided as the SCC mix will have a tendency to bleed and segregate 
and will increase the overall paste fraction requirements of the concrete. 
 
3. c) Powder and Water Content: 
  The powder includes Portland cement, supplementary cementitious materials and 
inert fillers passing a No.100 sieve. The inert fillers, obtained by grinding calcareous or 
siliceous aggregates can be achieved by better packing density. The fine fraction of these 
fillers will increase the specific surface of the blend, while the coarser fractions can help 
bridge the gap between sand and the Portland cement. However, for themix d signs used 
here and for the bond test no such fillers was used.  
 The fineness and the volume of the powder, in conjunction with the fine aggrgate, help 





was prudent to start with high powder contents, and then optimizes the mix for improved 
economy. It is very important to maintain the consistency, between the batches of SCC and 
all the high quality concrete, requires diligent monitoring and adjustment for the aggregate 
free surface moisture. As there were no in line aggregate moisture meters to detect the 
moisture content and the moisture variations in the SCC mixes, the free moisture of all 
aggregates shall be determined at the beginning of each batching operation and at a 4 hr 
intervals during continuous batching operations. The samples for moisture determination was 
taken from aggregate that is represents the actual aggregate going to be placed in the mixer.  
 
 3. d )Admixture Selection: 
 The poly-carboxylate HRWR admixtures are used in developing and proportion SCC 
mixtures. The viscosity modifying admixtures (VMA) are beneficial for adjusting the 
viscosity and may be used to improve the stability of SCC mixtures. It is advantageous when 
using lower powder contents as well as when using the gap graded, angular, and elongated 
aggregates. 
 In functional terms, the HRWR’s impart the fluidity to the SCC mixture, while VMAs 
(like VMAR3) provides an increase in viscosity and cohesiveness to improve the mixture’s 
stability. Thus, the use of a VMA in conjunction with a HRWR may also increase the water 
tolerance of a mixture. 
 To conclude, after gaining the above fundamental building blocks of a SCC mixture we 
developed three SCC mixes with variables as the coarse aggregate size and content with the 






3.2 Project Mix Design Matrix For Bond Test: 
3.2 a) Cement: 
 The cement used for the conventional concrete, self consolidating concrete and mortar 
testing program was Type II cement from Unicem USA .  The Portland Type 3 cement used 
conformed to ASTM C 150. The detailed chemical analysis of the cement used is reported in 
Appendix  . The Type 3 cements used for the STSB tests are stack d in wooden pallots and 
covered with plastic sheets to control the moisture content of the cement. 
 
3.2 b) Aggregates: 
 The fine aggregates used for the NASP  testing was supplied by the Dolese Brothers from 
their plants in Guthrie, OK . The fine aggregates used was natural quartz and comply with 
ASTM C 33 specifications. It had a specific gravity of 2.61 and absorption content of 
0.489%. The fineness modulus of the fine aggregates used was 2.81. 
 Similarly, the coarse aggregates all conform to ASTM C 33 specifications. The maximum 
size of the aggregates depends on the particular applications and mostly limited to ¾ in size. 
It was also supplied by the Dolese Brothers from their Stillwaer Plants. The two sizes that 
were used in the research 3/8 in and 3/8 in, so that the fresh properties and the hardened 
properties  of SCC can be evaluated in terms of their size and co tent. The 3/8 in had a 
specific gravity of 2.69 and absorption content of 3.22 %. The ¾ in rock had specific gravity 
of 2.61 and absorption content of 1.78%. The gradation and other properties of the C.A are as 







Table 3.1  : Sieve Analysis of C.A used for STSB test:         








(gm): % Retained 
% 
Passing Cum % 
  (gm) Wt (gm):       Retained 
              
1 in 7268.7 7268.7 0 0 0 0 
              
3/4 in 7265.8 7730.4 464.6 8.35 91.65 8.35 
              
1/2 in 7134.7 10769.7 3635 65.34 26.31 73.69 
              
3/8 in 7138.4 8136.4 998 17.94 8.37 91.63 
              
No. 4 6942.8 7304.7 361.9 6.51 1.86 98.14 
              
Pan 6054.8 6158.3 103.5 1.86 - - 
              
 
3.2 c) Mixing Water: 
 The mixing water used for the bond tests was free from deleterious matter that might had 
interfered with the colour, setting or strength of the concrete. As the water is potable, it is 
used to make concrete. 
 
3.2 d) Admixtures: 
 The trial mixture program demonstrated satisfactory performance of the admixture 
relative to the SCC fluidity, stability, workability, air content and strength requirements 
under the conditions of use, particularly with respect to temperature nd humidity typical of 
production conditions. The admixtures used in the SCC were carefully checked for the 
compatibility with the cement and other admixtures to ensure that each performs as required 
without affecting the performance of other admixtures. Thus , by trial mixing with a range of 





ability, filling ability the effect of variations in the dosage and sequence of charging the 
admixtures into the mixer was determined . 
 Three main admixtures that were used in the bond test research were ADVA CAST 575 
(a high range water reducing admixture), V MAR 3 (a viscosity modifying admixture or a 
concrete rheology modifying admixture) and RECOVER (a hydration stabilizer). All these 
admixtures were supplied by Grace Chemicals. A brief overview of these admixtures will 
help us in understanding the mix designs performed later for the bond test. 
a) ADVA CAST 575 : 
 It is a high efficiency; low addition rate poly-carboxylate based high range water reducer 
designed for the production of SCC mixes. It meets the provisional requirements of ASTM C 
494 as a Type A and F, and ASTM C 1017 Type 1 plasticizing. It is supplied as a ready to 
use liquid that weighs approximately 8.9 lbs/gal. It does not contain inte t onally added 
chlorides. It is formulated to impart improved workability, stability, tolerance to the concrete 
even at low water/cementitious materials and also sometimes o attain high early strength as 
required by the precast industry. 
Addition Rates: 
 The dosage requirements were   adjusted as per the wide spectrum of the concrete 
performance requirements. The addition rates can vary from 2 to 10 fl oz/100lbs of the 
cementitous, but typically ranges from 3 to 6 floz/100lbs depending on the mix designs, 
cement content, aggregate gradations, and ambient conditions. The ADVA CAST 575 was 
added with half the mixing water at the middle of the batching sequence. It was taken proper 
care that it did not come in contact with other admixtures before they enter the concrete 





b) VMAR 3:  
 It is a high efficiency, liquid admixture designed to enable the production of SCC 
by modifying the rheology of the concrete. V-MAR 3 works by increasing the viscosity 
of the concrete thereby still allowing the concrete to flow without segregation. It has a 
unique polymeric structure that, under the influence of energy (e.g.vibration or 
pumping), aligns itself and allows coarse angular sand to flow similarly to the naturally 
rounded sand. At this point the polymers slide over each other in the direction of the flow 
and reduce the yield stress of the concrete. As the energy is removed, the polymers 
interlock leaving the concrete as it was before movement.  
Addition Rates: 
 It is typically used at an addition rates of 10 to 40 fl oz/yd^3 of the concrete. As 
the water content increases, the V MAR 3 requirements will increase. At lower water 
contents, the use of V MAR 3 at the lower dosage range was used. However, it is also 
affected by the mix design, cementitous content and aggregate gradations. It worked well 
with the ADVA class of super-plasticizers. It was added in to the mix as a part of the 
mixing water. 
c) RECOVER : 
 Recover is a ready to use aqueous solution of chemical compounds specifically designed 
to stabilize the hydration of Portland Cement concretes. It is a ASTM C 494 Type D 
Retarder. It is used as a controlled set time extensions was required as per the need of the 
project. The usage was determined from the trial mixing requirements. The  time needed to 
evaluate all the fresh properties of SCC was calculated (as per the project specifications) and 





admixtures, as long as they are added separately into the concrete mixer. It was added at the 
end of the batching sequence for optimum performance.  
Addition Rates: 
 For traditional cases, the dosages may vary from 5 to 50 floz/100 lbs of the 
cementitous or 2 to 6 fl oz/100 lbs of the cement. Thus , the actual dosage was fixed by 
trial batching and pre-testing.  
 3.2 e) Pre-stressing Strands: 
 All the pre-stressing strands used for this research program were seven wire 270 ksi Low 
relaxation strands from manufacturers in North America. The strands conformed to ASTM 
416 specifications for Low relaxation strands as attached in Appendix   .The pre-stressing 
strands had a nominal diameter of 0.5 in (12.7 mm). The nominal cross-sectional area was 
0.153 sq in (98.7 mm^2) for 0.5 in diameter strands. The modulus of elasticity of the pre-
stressing strands was estimated as 28,500 ksi (196.3 Gpa). 
3.2 f) Trial Mixes: 
 The concrete mixtures used for making NASP specimens in concrete included the Type 3 
cement from Buzzi Unicem USA, IN and fine aggregate from Dolese Brothers Co. and 
admixtures from Grace Chemicals Inc. The admixtures used wereHigh Range Water 
Reducers specifically used to make SCC, Viscosity Modifying Admixtures and a very little 
amount of Set Retarders. The HRWRA used for making SCC was ADVA CAST 575. The 
VMA used was V MAR 3 and a little amount of RECOVER (hydration stabilizer) as per the 
need of the fresh properties of the mix. The mix proportions were designed based on the 
target one day strength in the range of 4500 to 5000 psi as specified for STSB test. The mix 





4750 to 5000 psi in order to account for the bonding ability of pre-stressing trands. Various 
w/c ratios were tried like 0.44, 0.47 and 0.49. Then the results were interpolat d to achieve a 
final w/c ratio of 0.46. However, while performing the SCC trial batching it was found that 
the HRWRA and VMA should be made the part of the mixing water in o der to avoid clumps 
as soon as it hits the cement. The improper mixing is due to the incomplete hydration of the 
cement particles. The fresh properties like the slump flow, J-Ring and L – box were repeated 
for every single trial batches in order to ensure the stability of he SCC mixes. Every time the 
results proved that the mix was stable enough to further work on other variables. The main 
purpose of the research was to find whether by changing the coarse r ck content and size of 
the rock had any effect on the stability, filling ability and passing ability of the SCC and 
testing those mixes against pre-stress bond, keeping the strength factor same. Then the ideal 
mixes satisfying all the requirements of strength and fresh properties were tested for pre-















Absolute Vol of components in NC
Water: Cement:
C-N (Normal Concrete): 
Controlling w/c 
(0.46)   Air Content 
Mix Component   
Weight(lb 
/CY^3)
Adjusted Water   
Total Cement     
Portland Cement   
Recover     - 
High Range WRA     - 
VMA    - 
Total Paste 
Volume     
Total Air Content   
Air + Paste Vol.   - 
Total Agg. Volume   - 
Aggregate Data      
Coarse Aggregate   
Intermediate Agg   N.A 
Fine Agg   
Total Weight /CY   
      
Total Absolute 
Volume     
 
 














HRWRA: VMA : Recover: C.A: F.A : Air :
 2% for 3/4" 
 Sp Gravity 
Density of 
water (lb /ft^3) 
Absolute Vol 
(ft^3)
298 1 62.4 
      




      
0     
- -   
- -   
      
1722 2.68 62.4 
N.A N.A N.A 
1146 2.612 62.4 
3814       
      
    
















Absolute Vol of components in SCC
Based on the above C-N, we reduced the rock content and increased the fines to obtain the SCC 
1. The admixtures were proportioned as per 
SCC -1  
w/c (0.47)   Air Content 
Mix Component   Weight(lb/CY^3)
Adjusted Water   
Total Cementitious     
Portland Cement   
Recover (fl oz)   
HRWRA (fl oz )   
VMA ( fl oz)   
Total Paste 
Volume     
Total Air Content   
Air + Paste Vol     
Total Agg Volume     
Agg Data      
Coarse Agg   
Intermediate Agg   N.A
Fine Agg   
Total Weight /CY   
      

















Water: Cement: C.A F.A : Air :
need of the project specifications. 





water (lb /ft^3) 
Absolute Volume 
(ft^3) 
350 1 62.4 
      
745 3.15 62.4 
1 1 62.4 
10 1 62.4 
30 1 62.4 
      
0     
      
      
      
1581 2.68 62.4 
 N.A N.A N.A 
1128 2.612 62.4 
3803       
      
















Absolute Vol of components in SCC 
Water:
The only variable here was the reduced rock content.  
 w/c (0.47) :   Air Content 
Mix Component   
Weight(lb 
/CY^3)
Adjusted Water   
Total Cementitious     
Portland Cement   
Recover (fl oz)   
HRWRA (fl oz)   
VMA (fl oz)   
Total Paste 
Volume     
Total Air Content   
Air + Paste Volume     
Total Agg Volume     
Aggregate Data      
Coarse Agg   
Intermediate Agg   N.A
Fine Aggregate   
Total Weight /CY   
      

















Cement: C.A F.A : Air :
 





water (lb /ft^3) 
Absolute Volume 
(ft^3) 
350 1 62.4 
      
745 3.15 62.4 
1 1 62.4 
10 1 62.4 
30 1 62.4 
      
0     
      
      
      
1264 2.68 62.4 
 N.A N.A N.A 
1549 2.612 62.4 
3908       
      















Absolute vol of components in SCC
The dosages of admixtures were kept same for all the mixes as that was not the variable for 
the bond test.  
 w/c (0.45)   Air Content 
Mix Component   
Weight(lb 
/CY^3)
Adjusted Water   
Total Cementitious     
Portland Cement   
Recover (fl oz)   
HRWRA (fl oz)   
VMA (fl oz)   
Total Paste 
Volume     
Total Air Content   
Air + Paste Vol     
Total Agg Volume     
Agg Data      
Coarse Agg   
Intermediate Agg   N.A
Fine Agg   
Total Weight /CY   
      

















Water: Cement: C.A F.A : Air :





water (lb /ft^3) 
Absolute Vol 
(ft^3) 
350 1 62.4 
      
778 3.15 62.4 
1 1 62.4 
10 1 62.4 
30 1 62.4 
      
0     
      
      
      
1257 2.68 62.4 
 N.A N.A N.A 
1393 2.612 62.4 
3778       
      















3.3 Evaluation of Fresh SCC Properties: 
  It is important to note that none of the test methods of SCC has yet been 
standardised in North America. It is anticipated that the ASTM and ACI committees will 
develop consensus standards for SCC testing in the near future. All the fres  properties 
performed here are based on the Interim Guidelines for Use of SCC published by the PCI for 
their member plants.  
  
3.3 a) Slump Flow Test and VSI: 
 1. Introduction: 
  The slump flow was used to access the horizontal free flow of SCC in the absence 
of obstructions. The diameter of the concrete circle, in the Figure 3.1, is a measure for the 
flow-ability of the SCC. 
 2. Assessment of Test: 
  The slump flow test is a simple and rapid test to perform. It gives a good 
assessment of the filling ability, but it does not give any indication of the ability of SCC to 
pass between the reinforcements without blocking, but may give some indication of the 
resistance to segregation. 
The slump cone can also be used in the inverted position to perform the slump flow test. The 
values of the slump are nearly the same as determined by either the upright or the inverted 



















   Figure 3.1: Slump Flow Test (PCI, Interim Guidelines) 
 
3. Equipment: 
 The apparatus used for both the Slump and Inverted Slump are as follows: 
a) The mould in the shape of a truncated cone with the internal dimensions 8 n at the 
base, 4 in diameter at the top and a height of 12 in. 
b) The Base Plate was made of a stiff non-absorbing material, at least 28 in sq marked 
outside and a further concentric circle of 20 in diameter. 
c) Trowel 
d)  Scoop 








The process of measuring the slump flow both by normal and inverted were same as follows:
 a) The cone was filled with SCC, sampled normally. 
 b)  The base plate and the inside of the cone were moistened. 
c.) The base plate was placed on a level ground and the slump cone was centrally placed     
on the base plate and held firmly. 
d)  Then the cone was filled with the scoop. Without tamping, the SCClevel was simply 
stroke off from the top of the cone with a trowel. 
e) The surplus SCC was removed from the base of the cone before lifting, so that the flow 
should be free from any kind of hindrances. 
 
Slump Flow Test For SCC - 1
 SCC – 1:
Slump Value : 25.15 in and the VSI Rating was 0. (Hardly any Segregation).
T- 20 : 3.3 seconds.
 
  Figure 3.2: Showing the procedure of measuring Slump flow for SCC-1, less rock than NC. 
   f)  Then the cone was raised vertically and allowed the SCC to flow freely. 





 h) The average of the two measured diameters was calculated and the slump flow was 
reported in inches. 
 i) The rate of the stability of the mixture in 0.5 increments was done by visual examination as 
prescribed by the PCI guidelines. 
 j) Simultaneously, the T-20 inch test was also performed to measure the filling ability of the 
SCC mixture, which is also a measure of the mixture viscosity. The stop watch was started once 
the cone was lifted and then stopped once the flow hit the border mark. 
Slump Flow For SCC -1
 Measuring the Diameter of the Slump – Flow:
 
Figure 3.3: Showing the measurement of slump in two mutually perpendicular directions. 
 l)  The T-20 time measurements are in the range of 2 to 7 seconds, the main point of the 
slump flow test method is not the speed in which the concrete flowed but the diameter of the 
spread achieved by the concrete under the effects of gravity only. 
 m) The T20 is a secondary indication of the flow. The test indicated a possible deviation in 





Slump Flow Test for SCC -2
 SCC-2: Slump Flow  Test
Slump Flow: 27.1 in.
T 20 seconds : 2 seconds.
 n) As the cone was lifted, the time taken by the SCC mix to reach the 20 in spread circl  was 
recorded as the T20 time for the mix. 























 The SCC-1 , SCC-2 and SCC-3 have a measured slump flow of 23.15 in, 27.1 and 26.15 
in respectively. The VSI rating for the mixes were as 0 , 0.5 and 0 respectively. This means that 
SCC-1 and SCC-3 are good mixes and showed no sign of segregation either in t  form of 
mortar patty, aggregate pile on the top of the mix. However, for SCC-2 , a little bit of segregation 
was there due to the higher content of the fines and lesser coarse aggregate, there was a tendency 
of the mix to loosen apart due to improper gradation. This was taken cr  by appropriate dosage 





Slump Flow Test for SCC - 3
Slump Flow : 26.15 in.
T 20 seconds : 2 seconds.
 
     Figure 3.4: Slump flow on SCC-3 
Inverted Slump Flow Test: 
 The test was similar to the slump flow test with the only difference is the cone held in the 
inverted position. This was also a good assessment to the flow-ability of the mix. In the severe 
segregation, most of the coarse aggregate would be in the centre of the pool of the SCC mix. In 
the case of minor segregation a border of mortar without the coarse aggregate can occur t the 











Inverted Slump Flow for SCC -1
Slump Flow : 23.7 in 











     Figure 3.5: Showing the Inverted Slump Flow.   
   
      Figure 3.6: SCC -1 Inverted Slump Flow 
 














Inverted Slump Flow for SCC-2
Slump Flow : 24.6 in
T 20 seconds : 4 seconds.
 
   Figure 3.8:  IS flow test for SCC -2, the effect of reduced rock size on flow. 
There was a little segregation in the mix as observed but it was accepted as per the VSI 
guidelines of the PCI. As the mortar fraction was more, the coarse aggregate had a tendency to 
separate apart from the rest of the mix, but the VMA helped in reducing the segregation. The T-
20, measured was 4 seconds which was very well within the accepted range of the PCI. 
Similarly, the inverted slump flow was tested for SCC-3. The mix was made up of smaller coarse 
aggregate size, which gave a proper gradation and segregation was the least. The mix behaved 
very much like the cohesive mix. Also, the T-20 measured was within the range as per specified 









Inverted Slump Flow test for SCC-3
Slump Flow : 23.9 in 











    Figure 3.9: Inverted Slump Flow for SCC- 3 
6. Interpretation of the Results: 
During the SCC mixing the parameters that were varied were th  coarse aggregate size and 
its content. The SCC had a more paste content due to its higher fraction of the fines as compared 
to the normal concrete. The inherent qualities of SCC which gave its unique feature like the 
filling ability in congested reinforcements is the higher percentage of fine to coarse aggregates 
and increased cementitious. The slump flow does not give the true representation of the filling 
ability as for this other tests need to be performed. Also, it showed only the qualification of the 
mix as a “SCC” mix in conjunction with the T20 test. The SCC-1 had a slump of 25.15 in, SCC-
2 had a slump of 27 in and SCC -3 had a slump of 26.15 in. The F.A/C.A was increased in the 
mixes was increased gradually from 71.3%, 81.6% and 90.2% for SCC-1, SCC-2 and SCC-3 
respectively. The increase in the fines had hardly any effect in the slump flow as the major 





J-Ring Test for SCC -1
 SCC -1
Formulae for J-Ring Test:
= 2(ham – hbm) – (h1m – ham) = 0.43 in . Satisfactory Ability is Attained.
the mixes. However, the T20 timing were 3.3 seconds, 2 seconds and 2 seconds. The flow-abilty 
had some effect on the fines as the time taken to flow was reduced due to lesser blockage of C.A. 
3.3 b) J –Ring Test Methods: 
1. Introduction: 
 The test was used to determine the passing ability of SCC. The equipment consisted of 
rectangular section 1-1/8 by 1 in open steel circular ring drilled vertically with the holes to accept 
threaded sections of the reinforcement bar. These sections of the bar can be of different 
diameters and spaced at different intervals: in accordance with the normal re-inforcements 
considerations, three times the maximum size of the aggregate might be appropriate (as per PCI) 
   









      Figure 3.9: J-Ring Test on SCC -1. 
The figure above shows the passing ability of SCC -1 , in the J- ring Test. This helped in finding 





As per the PCI Guidelines, the number of bars in the J
coarse aggregate size and size of rebar are describd as below:
 Table 3.2: Showing the number of rebars required in 
2. Assessment of the Test: 
After the test, the difference in the height between the SCC inside and that just outside the J
Ring was measured. This gave an indication of the passing ability, or the degree to which the 
passage of SCC through the bars was restricted.
 
 
   
 
 







   Figure 3.10: J
Maximum Nom. Spacing c/c of the 
Size of Aggreagte rebar (rebar dia 5/8")
    
8mm or 1/4" 30 mm or 1 1/8"
10mm or 3/8" 35 mm or 1 3/8"
20 mm or 3/4" 55 mm or 2 1/8"
93 
-Ring based on the maximum nominal 
 
J-Ring, (PCI Interim Guidelines). 
 
-Ring Set up and its schematic representation. 
 Clear spacing  No. of rebars 
 between the   
outside of rebar   
 14mm or 1/2 " 31
 19 mm or 3/4" 27













J-Ring for SCC -2
 SCC-2.
Value of J-Ring as per the formulae = 0.13 in. Satisfactory passing ability.
 
    Figure 3.11: J-Ring Test on SCC -2. 
3. Equipment: 
 
a)  The mold without the foot pieces, in the shape of a truncated cone was used with the 
internal Dimensions 8in diameter at the base, 4 in diameter at the top and a height of 
12 in. 
  
b) The base plate of a stiff non absorbing material , at least 28 in square, marked with a 
Circle marking the central location for the slump cone and a further concentric circle 
of  20 inches diameter. 
c) A Trowel 
d) A Scoop 






f) J- Ring, a rectangular section 1-1/8 by 1-inch open steel circular ring, with drilled holes 
vertically. 
g) However, in the holes can be screwed threaded sections of the reinforcement bar length 
4in, diameter 3/8 in and spacing 1-7/8+/- 1/ 8 inches (as per the PCI guidelines) 
4. Procedure: 
 
a) About 0.2 ft^3 of SCC was needed to perform the test, sampled normally. 
 
b) The base plate and the inside of the slump cone were moistened. 
 
c) The base plate was placed on a level stable ground. 
 
d) The J-ring was placed centrally on the base plate with the slump cone centrally i side  
 
It and held down firmly. 
 
J-Ring Test for SCC -3
 SCC – 3
Value of J-Ring Test : 0.62 . Less Blockage was observed than other Mixes.
 
 
      Figure 3.12: J-Ring Test on SCC -3. 
e) Then the cone was filled with the scoop. It was not tamped, only the SCC level was 





f) Then , the surplus SCC was removed from around the base of the cone. 
g) The cone was raised vertically and the SCC was allowed to flow out freely. 
h) The final diameter was measured in two perpendicular directions. 
i) Then , the average of the two diameter was measured in inches. 
j) The difference was measured in height between the SCC just inside the bars and that
just outside the bars. 
k) Then the average of the difference in height at the four locations was expressed in 
inches. 
l) It was noted that whether there was any border of mortar or cement paste without C.A 
at the edge of the pool of SCC was there or not. 
Calculation of J-Ring Value: 
a) The value of d1 was measured in the center of the J-Ring and also 4 values da and db 
just inside and just outside the ring. 
b) H1= 125 – d1 and all h values hax = 125 – dax (x = 1 to 4) was calculated. 
c) Then the 4 values h1-hax was calculated and the median value h1m – ham. 
d) Then the 4 values hax – hbx was calculated and the median value ham – hbm. 
e) The J-Ring value was calculated using the formulae : 
 = 2(ham – hbm) – (h1m – ham) where , the designations ham, hbm and h1m are shown.  


















    Figure 3.13: J-Ring Calculation Method ( PCI Guidelin s) 
5. Interpretations of the Test Results: 
 The J-Ring values for the SCC mixes were reduced with the increase in the F.A to C.A 
ratios. The J-Ring values were 0.429 in, 0.129 in and 0.625 in for SCC-1, SCC-2 and SCC -3 
resp. 
 By adding finer particles, the filling and passing ability of the mix was more. However, 
this is due to the fact that by increasing the binder content, there was low yield stress, lesser 
inter-particle collision and less blocking of the mix. This is due to the better particle packing 
density, resulted in better flow to viscosity ratio. This actually helped the matrix to move as a 
cohesive fluid resisting both the static and dynamic segregation. To conclude, SCC performs 





3.3 c) L – Box Tests Method: 
1. Introduction: 
 The test assesses the flow of SCC and also the extent to which it is subjected to blocking 
by the reinforcement. As the diagram below shows the apparatus and its set up: 
 
    Figure 3.14: L-Box Test ( PCI Guidelines)  
The apparatus consists of a rectangular section box in the shape of n “L” with a vertical and 
horizontal section, separated by a moveable gate, in front of which vertical lengths of 
reinforcement bar are fitted. The vertical section is filled with SCC and then the gate lifted to let 
the SCC flow into the horizontal section. When the flow has stopped, the height of the SCC at 
the end of the horizontal section was expressed as a proportion of that remaining in the vertical 
section (H2/H1 in the diagram). It indicated the slope of SCC when at rest. This is an indication 





 However, the horizontal section of the box can be marked at 8 inches and at 16 inches 
from the gate and the times took to reach these points were measured. These are known as T-20 
and T40 times were an indication for the filling ability. 
 
L-Box Test for SCC -1
 SCC -1 
Time to reach 8 in = 2 seconds.
Time to reach 16 in = 4.8 seconds.
H1 = 5.62 in .
H2 = 4.68 in.
H1/H2 = 1.2 , this is close to 1. Satisfactory passing.
 
    Figure 3.15: L- Box Test on SCC -1 
2. Assessment of Test: 
  It assessed the filling and passing ability of SCC and serious lack of stability 
(segregation) could be detected visually. If the apparatus was designed for disassembly after the 
concrete was allowed to harden, segregation may also be detected by subsequently sawing and 
inspecting sections of the SCC in the horizontal section. However, this arrangement to some 
extent had the same replication as “the wall effect” that SCC might have on site when it is 






L-Box Test for SCC -2
 SCC – 2
Time to reach 8in = 2
Time to reach 16” = 2.5
H1 = 2.75 in.




     Figure 3.16: L-Box Test on SCC -2 
3. Equipment: 
a) L-Box of a stiff non-absorbing material. 
b)  A Trowel. 
c)  A Scoop. 
d)  A Stopwatch. 
4. Procedure: 
a) About 0.5 ft^3 of SCC was needed to perform the test, sampled normally. 
b) The apparatus was set leveled on a firm ground, ensuring that the sliding gate can be opened 
freely and closed. 
c) The inside surface of the apparatus was moistened and all the surplus water was removed. 
d) The vertical section of the apparatus was filled with the SCC sample. 





f) The sliding gate was lifted and SCC was allowed to flow out into the horizontal secion. 
 
L – Box Test for SCC -3
 SCC – 3
8 in = 1 seconds.
16 in= 2 seconds.
H1 = 2.85 in.
H2 = 2.80 in. H1/H2 = 1. No blocking of C.A.
 
    Figure 3.17: L-Box Test on SCC -3. 
g) Simultaneously, the stop watch was started and the time taken for SCC to reach the 8in  
and 16 in marks were noted.  
h) When SCC stopped flowing, the dimensions “H1” and “H2” were measured. 
i) The blocking ratio H2/H1 was calculated. 
j) The entire test was performed within 5 minutes. 
 
5. Observation and Discussion: 
  For SCC-1 , SCC-2, SCC-3 the time taken to reach the 8in and 16 in marks in the L-Box 
were 2,4.8; 2,2.5; 1,2 seconds respectively. This shows that with reduction in the coarse 
aggregate size and content we will get enhanced filling ability, passing ability and flow-ability of 





replacement we can enhance the ability of SCC to behave much better than NC in various 
aspects. The ratio of H1/H2 showed that with lesser content and smaller aggregate size the 
blocking ratio reduced i.e; even in areas of congested reinforcements SCC can be used efficiently 
6. Interpretation of the Results: 
 If the SCC flowed freely as water at rest, then it will be horizontal and H1/H2 = 1.The 
nearer this value is to 1.0 better is the flow of SCC. However, th blocking of the C.A behind the 
reinforcing bars was detected visually. 
3.3 d) Comparison of SCC Mixes: 
Slump Flow: 
Figure 3.18: Slump Flow of 
  SCC-1    SCC -2    SCC-3  
The slump of all the mixes showed very less segregation and the VSI values were 0, 0.5 and 
0 for SCC-1, SCC-2 and SCC-3 respectively. The addition of HRWRA and VMA are kept 
constant in order to keep the flow at a certain fixed range. As per the project specification, they 
can be altered in order to obtain a more or less slump. Also the T 20 times were 3.3 seconds, 2 









The figure below describes, a comparison of the J-Ring test  between different mixes were 
shown: 
          




Figure 3.19 SCC-1    SCC -2    SCC -3 
The J-Ring values were 0.429 in, 0.129 in and 0.625 in for SCC-1, SCC-2 and SCC-3. From the 
figure , it was clear that the blocking for SCC-1was more than SCC-2 and SCC-3. This means 
that, by using lesser coarse aggregate and more finer particles we can enhance the filling and 
passing ability of the mixes. This means that by increasing the fines we can increase its ability to 
pass through congested reinforcements. 
L – Box Tests: 












The L-Box ratios for the mixes are as 1.2, 1.1 and 1 for SCC-1, SCC-2 and SCC-3 
respectively. The blockage behind the reinforcing bars was evident for SCC-1whose F.A to C.A 
was less than the other two mixes. It was found that the by increasing the fines to 10% in each 
single mixes the blocking can be reduced to 10% in each mixes. It can be concluded that by 
increasing the volume of the fine aggregates and the paste the filling ability can be enhanced. 
This is due to the fact that by continuous grading of the fillers (cement, fines) the inter-particle 
friction and collision was reduced to a greater extent and the cohesiven s of the mix can be 
enhanced by the better particle density. 
 
3.4 Quality Control and Production Testing: 
1. Aggregate: 
  The consistent production of SCC provided an added quality benefit to the architecturally 
exposed pre-cast products, for this close attention to adjusting the batch quantities for the free- 
surface moisture of both the F.A and C.A was important.  
2. Concrete Strength: 
 ASTM C 31 is applicable to SCC except in the method of cylinder consolidation. Because of 
the fluidity of SCC, the cylinders was handled with extreme careand stored on a leveled stable 
surface until the cylinders were tested for stripping. 
3. Slump Flow, T-20, VSI Tests: 
 The slump flow test, T 20 test and VSI visual rating of stability were the primary tools for 
measuring and evaluating the consistency of SCC production mixes between batches on a daily 





mix, whether during a slump flow test or during the placement of SCC product is believed to be 
the eligibility criteria for acceptance of any SCC batch. 
The T 20 test was performed independently of the slump flow and VSI test to provide the 
information on mixes that the test was applicable for. 
The VSI rating gave us an idea about the qualification of the mix and its consistency. The mix 
design was adjusted as per need of the project specifications and the as per the designer. 
4. Air Content: 
 The ASTM C 173 and C 231 are generally applicable to SCC.  
5. Unit Weight: 
 The daily monitoring of the fresh concrete unit weight and yield is an excellent tool for 
discovering the trends in a concrete mix design. A change in the fresh unit weight indicated a 
change in the properties of the aggregates or an error in batch proportioning. ASTM C 138 is 
generally applicable to SCC as well only change is the method of consolidation. 
6. Temperature and Air Temperature: 
 The temperature of the SCC and the surrounding temperature were kept in track with every 
batch in order to avoid any huge deviation from the normal circumstances. Thus, when concrete 
was made in extreme climates like hot weather or cold weather conditions extra precautions are 
to be taken as compared to the normal concrete. 
3.5   SCC Concrete Properties: 
 As mentioned above, all the concrete properties were evaluated as per the mentioned ASTMs 








MIXTURE DESIGN PROPERTIES: C-N  SCC-1 SCC - 2 SCC -3 
Fresh Concrete Properties         
Slump flow spread (in) 8 25.15 27 26.15 
Inverted Slump Flow (in) - 23.7 24.6 23.9 
T 20 seconds - 3.3 2 2 
J- ring (in) - 0.43 0.13 0.62 
L- Box Filling Head Drop (H1/H2) in   1.2 1.1 1.0 
Air Content (% by volume) 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 
Unit weight (pcy) 149 148 146 147 
Temperature © 24 30 25 25 
Water/Cement Ratios (w/c) 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.45 
Hardened Concrete Properties         
Compressive Strength (Type 3)         
1 day (psi) 4994 4615 4443 4866 
7 day (psi) 6844 6140 6048 6697 
28 day (psi) 7792 7083 6685 8256 
   Table: 3.3 Summary of Fresh and Hardened Properties of SCC Mixes 
Note: The explanation for the SCC mix designs and their fresh properties were already explained earlier. 
3.6 Discussion of Test Results: 
 The table below summarizes the effect of the increasing the F.A to C.A ratios in the SCC 
mixes. All these mixes were designed to evaluate the effect o  SCC on pre-stress bond, which is 






    Table 3.3: Summary of SCC Design Mixes 
  It is evident from the table that as compared to the normal concrete th  ratio of fine to 
coarse aggregate was much higher in SCC mixes. The fresh properties as discussed earlier was 
  NC SCC-1 SCC -2 SCC -3 
F.A/C.A 0.665 0.713 0.816 0.902 
Slump 8 25.15 27 26.15 
J-Ring   0.43 0.13 0.62 
L-Box   1.2 1.1 1 
T8   2 2 1 
T16   4.8 2.5 2 





effect of super-plasticizers the HRWRA and the VMAs. The 10% increase in the fines in all the 
mixes had a increased effect in the filling and passing ability of he SCC as found by the J-Ring 
and L-Box values. The flow-ability of the mixes were found from the T8, T16 and T20 timings. 
There is greater enhancement in the flowing time , which means that the SCC is capable of 
filling more easily horizontally with and without any blockages in the form of congested 
reinforcements. To conclude, it can be said that with the higher paste volume, the voids between 
the aggregates can be filled easily and the layer enveloping the aggr gate particles helps in 
achieving higher deformability and segregation resistance. It can also be concluded that viscosity 
of the paste is directly proportional to the average aggregate spacing and shape (size of coarse 
aggregate). To add , the optimum flow viscosity can be achieved by suitably designing the mix 




















       NASP PULL OUT TEST  
4.1 Scope of Research: 
The objective of the research was to determine whether the NASP Pull out test was suitable 
for adoption as the Standard Test for Strand Bond to assess the ability of the pre-stressing strand 
to bond with concrete. In order to start with the NASP bond test, a brief literature review of how 
the various bond tests that were  
 
4.2 Pull Out Tests: 
Cousins, Badeaux, Moustafa (1992) 
The experimental research (Cousins 1992) aimed at the comparative study between a test 
methodology introduced, and a direct tension pull out test. The research w s to develop a 
standard test for determining the bonding characteristics of epoxy c ated and uncoated pre-
stressing strands to concrete and to correlate them to the transfer lengths. Low relaxation Grade 
270 pre-stressing strands with both uncoated and epoxy coated grit impregnated strands were 
used for the test program. After pre-tensioning the strands to the desired levels, a concrete block 
was casted around the strands. The concrete block was forced out of the strands and the values 
recorded using a hydraulic actuator. The load vs. strand slip was recorded with respect to the 
concrete to determine the failure force. Linear Variable Differential Transducers were used to 
monitor the load. It was concluded from this research that the standard test gives higher bond 
stress at initial strand slip than the direct tension pull out test. Transfer length made with 3/8 in 





The authors also concluded that the grit density variations and the rusing of strands resulted in 
higher standard deviations. The research did not provide significant rel tionship of the test with 




A study was conducted to understand the bond behavior of pre-stressing stra ds with 
concrete in pre-stressed concrete applications.  In order to conduct the research, six 0.5 in. 
diameter strands were used. 
  
To conduct the Moustafa pull out tests, strand specimens which are 34 in. long were saw- 
cut, towel wiped, and straightened for bow before casting. The strands were embedded in a block  
with light reinforcement and concrete with 4000 psi one day strength and 28 day strength of 
6000 psi. The concrete test beams were single strand sudden pre-stress release using flame 
cutting was performed on all the test beams. Logan concluded from this research that Moustafa 
test is a reliable test to predict the flexural behavior of beams. The strands having pull-out 
capacities less than 12 kips equaled the ACI transfer length equation at release however, the 
transfer length increased over time. . The research also concluded that the color of the strand, 
surface residue from the wipe test, and the lay or pitch of the strand  did not reflect on the bond 
potential of the strands.  Some of the “as received” strands outperform d the strands which had 
light rust on the surface. Logan recommended that the 0.5 in. diameter strands used in the 
industry require a pull-out capacity of 36 kips with a 10% coefficient of variation for a sample 








Ferzli, Y.(2000) : 
 
The research program inspects the Moustafa Pull out test in assessing the bond 
performance of pre-stressing strand with concrete (Ferzli 2000). The research variables included 
strands from five different manufacturers for pull out tests and for flexural tests consisting of 
single and double strand beams. A total of 24 rectangular beams and 72 pull out tests were 
conducted. 
 
The study concluded that the Moustafa Pull out capacity was inversely proportional to the 
transfer length. However, results did not show strong correlations between theMoustafa Test and 
transfer length. Ferzli concluded that the Moustafa Test was unacceptable as a test method to 
assess the bond performance of pre-stressing strand with concrete. Regardless, the author 
recommends Moustafa test as a preliminary test procedure to assess the general bond qualities of 
pre-stressing strands. The experimental work showed that the strand lip increases over time and 
can grow upto 33% of its release value. The author recommended to perform a more reliable test 
method with fewer variables than the Moustafa Test. 
 
NASP Round 2 (1999)  
 The North American Strand Producer’s (NASP) funded two research projects (NASP 
Round I, II) to evolve a standardized test procedure to understand the bond characteristics of 
prestressing strands. The program investigated various pull out tests including Moustafa Pull out 
test, Post Tensioning Institute (PTI) Bond test, and friction bond pull out test, (Paulsgrove 1999) 
which were conducted at University of Oklahoma and Florida Wire & Cable Inc. During the 
NASP Round I series, a friction bond test was conducted after mechanically splicing the strands 





force required to pull the splice apart. The spliced strands were plac d in a hydraulic device 
exerted a uniaxial tension. These results did not show convincing degree of producibility. The 
PTI Bond test measured the pull out value for 0.10 in. (2.54 mm) slip using the procedures by th  
Post Tensioning Institute (PTI). The PTI specimens were cast in 5in. diameter and 18 in. tall 
steel casings with a strand located concentrically in the specimen. The steel casings were welded 
to a base plate 6 in. by 6 in. by 0.25 in. thickness. A 9/16 diameter hole accommodated the strand 
to pass through the mould. 
The strand had a total length of 40 in. with an effective embedment length of sixteen in. The 
mould was filled with “neat cement grout” after placing the strands in position. Due to high 
shrinkages, 0.5 in. in a specimen, the specimens had to be flushed with mortar after 30 minutes 
of pouring the moulds. When the grout attains strength in the range of 3500 to 4000 psi the PTI 
Bond test is conducted. A displacement controlled test method is employed with a rate of lo ding 
of 0.1 in. per minute. The free end slip is digitally recorded using an LVDT attached on the 
strand and measured relative to the top of the flushed mortar. 
The NASP test employed similar procedures as the PTI bond test, except for a few 
variations. Sand was added to the mortar mix to reduce the amount of shrinkage and provide 
more consistency within the mix which also included Type III cement and water. Apart from 
slight variations in placement and the vibration techniques, the test methodology was similar. 
The NASP Round II test program compared the data from both the test sites for 
Moustafa, PTI and NASP Bond test. The results from the data are pres nted to understand the 
reproducibility of the test methods in Figs. 2.8 through 2.10. The results from OU and FWC are 





showed the coefficient of regression of all the test methods during NASP Round II. The PTI and 
the Moustafa bond test reported the maximum force at 0.1 in free end slip, whereas, the NASP 
test reports the data for 0.1 in. free end slip as they showed the least variation in the data. 
Recommendations were made to further conduct research on NASP test. 
 











   
  Figure 4.3 : NASP Test Results from OU and FWC ,(Paulsgrove 1999) 






  Figure 4.4: Summary of Regression Analysis (Paulsgrove,1999) 
Brown and Russell (2003): 
  Studies were conducted as a part of the NASP Round III at Oklahoma University (OU) 
and Florida Wire & Cable (FWC) to investigate the NASP, PTI and Moustafa bond tests (Brown 
2003). Ten samples of strands were tested at OU and FWC to investigat  the reproducibility of 
all the test procedures. Moustafa tests performed as a part of this research conformed to Logan 
(Logan1997) test methodology.  







Variation f'c   
ID                 
  OU FWC OU FWC OU FWC OU FWC 
AA 33.04 26.6 1.052 5.612 3.2 21.1 4220 4270 
BB 29.47 28.24 2.27 1.524 7.7 5.4 4220 4270 
CC 31.12 22.18 2.41 1.024 7.7 4.6 4220 4270 
DD 36.45 27.17 3.84 1.709 10.5 6.3 4970 4270 
EE 37.44 25.97 2.283 1.767 6.1 6.8 4970 4270 
FF 22.6 21.02 1.059 1.899 4.7 9 4970 4270 
GG 26.33 26.2 3.646 0.729 13.8 2.8 3580 4270 
HH 35.05 25.14 2.609 1.397 7.4 5.6 3580 4270 
II 18.91 13.43 2.214 1.746 11.7 13 4340 4270 
JJ 25.07 31.93 2.424 2.918 9.7 9.1 3580 4270 






 All the 10 strand specimens were tested for Moustafa pull out test. Each Moustafa block 
contained 18 strands and a total of 60 strands were tested in all. These tests were performed both 
at OU as well as at FWC. The results obtained were tabulated in the previous page. 
The PTI Bond test procedure was similar to the NASP Round I, Round II methodology as 
explained earlier. The neat cement grout was poured into the specimen ylinder and the test was 
conducted at a loading rate of 0.1 in. per minute. The tests were conducted at University of 
Oklahoma and Florida Wire & Cable to check for the repeatability of the test method. The results 
from the PTI Bond test are presented in Table 4.2 below: 
                                      Average PTI P ull Out Values (kips) at 0.1" Slip       
Strand NASP Pull Out Value 






ID                   
  OU FWC OU FWC OU FWC OU FWC OU 
AA 9.64 11.23 6 6 0.58 1.9 6 16.9 3450 
BB 6.68 7.13 6 6 0.64 1.51 9.6 21.2 3470 
CC 5.62 7.93 6 6 0.86 2.23 15.3 28.1 3440 
DD 6.14 11.01 6 6 1.21 2.7 19.7 24.6 3540 
EE 6.94 10.12 6 6 0.53 2.25 7.7 22.2 3560 
FF 4.58 7.34 6 6 0.55 2.89 11.9 39.4 3450 
GG 7.21 7.34 6 6 0.38 1.13 5.2 15.4 3650 
HH 9.01 8.61 6 6 1.26 1.62 14 18.9 3670 
II 5.5 5 6 6 0.45 2.92 8.1 58.5 3510 
JJ 7.41 10.67 6 6 0.7 4 9.6 67.5 3490 
                    
Table 4.2: Average Pull Out Values at 0.1” Slip. 
The NASP Pull out tests were conducted at OU and FWC on all the strand sources. The test was 
conducted in a sand cement mortar using a displacement controlled testing at a rate of 0.1 in. per 
minute. The NASP test procedure was not modified from the NASP Round II procedures. Table 
2.4 reports the average of NASP pull out value at 0.1 in. of free end slip on a sample size of six 
specimens at OU and FWC. The results from the research program concluded that the Moustafa 





when plotting the data between OU and FWC. However, the test was able to relatively predict 
the bond performance ranking. 
The PTI bond test was not too different as far as reliability to produce reproducible 
results is concerned. The correlation of determination for the PTI bondtest was reported as 
0.2104 when the data was plotted between OU and FWC. The problem of shrinkage was 
considered as the cause of inconsistency in the test procedure. The NASP test “outperformed” 
the other bond tests, showing a strong correlation between both locations havi g an R2 value of 
0.776. The test proved as a reliable predictor for bond when compared to other testing 
procedures. The researchers recommended that the NASP test should be investigated further to 
make stronger conclusions. 
                                      Average NASP Pull Out Values (kips) at 0.1" Slip     
Strand 
NASP Pull Out 
Value 






ID                   
  OU FWC OU FWC OU FWC OU FWC OU 
AA 13.93 15.97 6 6 1.248 2.694 9 16.9 4370 
BB 6.75 10.37 6 6 0.719 0.963 10.6 9.3 3810 
CC 9.93 8.8 6 4 2.506 1.379 25.2 15.7 3970 
DD 14.35 15.26 6 6 0.598 1.754 4.2 11.5 4150 
EE 14.09 16.02 6 6 0.587 4.168 4.2 26 4320 
FF 6.31 8.29 6 6 0.409 1.291 6.5 15.6 3900 
GG 7.17 12.41 6 6 1.004 1.259 14 10.1 3730 
HH 11.12 10.29 6 6 1.002 1.639 9 15.9 4100 
II 2.98 5.3 6 6 0.319 0.843 10.7 15.9 4000 
JJ 19.68 17.61 6 6 1.401 3.153 7.1 17.9 4220 
                    
    Table 4.3: Average NASP Pull Out values at 0.1”Slip 
According to Chandran (2004), the NASP test showed the highest correlati n between 
the pull out value and the transfer lengths measured at release and at 28 days. A correlation of 
determination of 0.86 was seen on the strands when the NASP values and the transfer lengths at 





Moustafa pull out test was reported as 0.61 and for PTI bond test was 0.70. This further proved 
that the NASP bond test is a better predictor for bond than Moustafa and the PTI bond test. 
 
Summary: 
 Thus, in order to substantiate the efforts of correlating the transfer lengths with varying 
concrete strengths numerous research were performed by various researchers. Among these tests, 
NASP pull out test showed convincing results. However, a standardized acc pt nce procedure to 
quantify the pre-stressing strands is unavailable in spite of the scatter in the transf r length data. 
 
4.3 Material Properties: 
4.3.1 Pre-stressing Strands: 
 As mentioned earlier, the pre-stressing strands used for this esearch program were seven 
wire 270 ksi Low relaxation strands from manufacturers in North America. The strands 
conformed to ASTM 416 specifications for Low relaxation strands as attached in Appendix   
.The pre-stressing strands had a nominal diameter of 0.5 in (12.7 mm). The nominal cross-
sectional area was 0.153 sq in (98.7 mm^2) for 0.5 in diameter strands. The modulus of elasticity 
of the pre-stressing strands was estimated as 28,500 ksi (196.3 Gpa). 
4.3.2 Mortar: 
 The mortar used for the NASP testing had a specific strength i  the range of 4750 to 5000 
psi. All the sand and cement were mixed in different proportions and trial batched in order to 
meet that certain strength. The specifications of the sand and the cement are attached in the 






4.3.3 Sample Preparation: 
The sample size was exactly 32’’. After the sample was cut, it will be subject to grinding 
and thus the cut sample should always be between 32 1/8’’ and 32 1/16’’. A sample smaller than 
32’’ will not conform to test specifications and a sample much larger than 32’’ will cause 
difficulty during the testing procedure. 
The sample had two ends the first end can be cut at the place th t has been marked. In 
order to cut the other end the sample should be re-measured to 32’’ and then cut. By this any 
error in measurement was avoided. 
 The marked portion of the strand that needs to be cut was put on the chop saw. The 
marking was aligned with the blade of the saw such that the edge of th cutting blade will lower 
exactly on the marking. The strand was then tightened in position on the vice. Then the position 
of the blade relative to the marking was checked again. The saw was then turned on and blade 
brought to the maximum speed. After the cutting blade had reached its maximum speed it is then 
lowered on to the strand.    
 Sample numbering 
The strand sample has duck tape on both ends.  











Grinding Samples:  
The ends of the strand sample were ground on a belt/disc grinder as shown in Figure. 
Ensure that the sanding belt and sanding disc are not worn-out. If so, change them. The samples 
of a particular plant to be ground should be carried to the grinding machine in a box 
appropriately labeled. This will ensure that the samples are not misplaced or contaminated. Both 
sides of the strand sample need to be ground, to different extents. The strand sample is first 
examined by looking to check if it was excessively bowed and to find the position of the bow on 
the strand. If the sample is excessively bowed then we cannot use it. If an acceptable bow lies in 
the middle of the strand, both ends can interchangeably ground. If the bow xists towards one 
end of the strand, we look for the end that gives us the longest length before an obvious bow. 
That end should be ground at 40 degrees to approximately 5/8 in. and the end close to the bow 















First flatten the cut ends of the strand sample using the disc grinder as shown 






                         Figure 4.8
After this, using the disc grinder, grind both ends of the sample at approximately 50 degrees 
angle for an approximate length of 1/8 in. as shown in Figure 3.8. These two steps will ensure
 that the strand will be in proper shape
Figure 4.9: Ground End at angles.
It will also ensure that the pre-stressing chuck fits properly onto the strand and will not be 
obstructed by melted strand ends.
Now choose the end that needs to be ground at 40 degrees to 5/8in. as explained in the general 
requirements and use the belt to sharpen it as shown in Figure
that the middle wire of the strand, i.e. the king wire, is exposed as shown in
121 
below:
: Flattening Ends of Sample 
 and no unwanted metal will be on the ends of the sample. 
 
 















strands in fig  are darkened to show the exposed king wire. The exposing of the king wire while 








Figure 4.10 (a): 5/8in. Ground Side                Figure 4.10(b): Exposed King Wire  
 At the grind the strand should not appear burnt or the king wire should not be ground to 
a pencil point. If the strand is ground to a pencil point, leveling the Linear Variable Displacement 
Transducer (LVDT) support assembly on it will be very difficult. 
The essence of grinding and exposing the king wire is that at the time of pre-stress transfer as 
discussed earlier, the strands slip in the concrete. Though , due to the helical nature of the strands  
and mechanical interlocking the outside wires get restrained, as they failed to twist, whereas the 
king wire slips. This slip was found to be 0.1in as explained earlier nd proved from research by 










Strand Sample Bond Breaking: 
Process: 
First lay out the strand to be bond broken on the table. Using the guid and a marker 
mark the point on the strand above which the bond breaker will sit as shown in Figure. Set the 
marked strand on the table. Take the 1/2in. styrofoam pipe insulation and cut a length of 2in.  
Slit open the two inch piece with the help of scissors. Now try to wrap the slit styrofoam piece 
over the strand. The strand will float in the piece. Trim the styrofoam piece such that it wraps 
tightly around the strand as shown in Figure . Now cut two piece of brown packing tape one of 
length approximately 4 in. and the other of approximately 3in and set them on the edge of the 
table. With one hand, hold the styrofoam piece tightly around the stand above the marking and 
with the other hand rap the 4in. piece of tape around it. After doing so check the sample with the 







 Figure 4.11: Attaching the bond breakers on the strands. 
Significance of Bond Breakers: 
 The importance of bond breakers lies in the fact that there will be no abrupt stress 








Figure 4.12 : Making Sure the Bond Breaker is at the Right Level. 
Then hold the strand sample at a point above the bond breaker with one hand such that 
the bond breaker stays in position and tape the lower end with the 3 inchpiece of tape with the 
other hand. If in doubt whether the bond breaker has shifted position, use guide to check 
position. If the bond breaker is above the required level, there will be loss of water from the 
mortar during casting. If the bond breaker is below the required level,the strand will dangle in 
the form; also the chuck may not be able to grip the stand during testing. A correctly bond 
broken sample is shown inFigure 4.13. 










Cylinder assemblies are basically molds in which the strand s mples are cast. A cylinder 
assembly is made up of 11gauge or thicker tubing, 5in. external diameter and 18in. length 
welded to a 6in X 6in X ¼in plate. The plate has a 9/16 in. hole at it’s center. Plate and the 
cylinder are to be welded such that the center of the plate hole is in line with the center line of 
the cylinder.     
We also call the cut 6in length of strap steel as plate and 18in. length of tubing as 
cylinder. The plate and cylinder on tacking and complete welding is called a cylinder assembly. 
The lengths of samples being cut should be checked to ensure they are 18 1/16’’ each.        
4.3.4 GRINDING CUT CYLINDERS 
The cut cylinder has two rough cut faces. One face sits on a plate to be welded and the 
other face is exposed and is sometimes used to grip the cylinder assembly while moving it. Both 
the cut faces need to be ground. Grinding the face to be welded will ensure that the cylinder sits 
flush with the plate and grinding the exposed end will provide a smooth edge to grip while 
moving the cylinder assembly. The process of grinding can be perform d in many different 
positions. One way to do it is to lay the cylinder along its length and grip it with one hand. With 
the grinder in the other hand move thegrinder along the cut edge of the cylinder to grind it. 
 Process 
 The length of the plate is 6’’. A stop block should be clamped at a dist nce to 6 1/16’’ 
form the face of the band as shown in Figure 4.14 . The 1/16’’ extra will be ground of during the 
grinding process and will ensure that we have a 6 inch plate. Once the stop block is clamped in 
position the band saw should be raised, locked in position and the 6’’ plate to be cut, brought in 





blade and the stop block such that the cutting face of the plate is parallel to the block. After the 







  Figure 4.14© : Measuring To Cut Plate. 
4.3.5 BOTTOM PLATE MARKING AND DRILLING 
 Process 
Lay a plate on the table and using a punch and scale, mark the diagonals of the plate as 
shown in Figure 4.7. Make sure to see that the diagonals run from corner to corner. Using the 
punch and a hammer, punch the point of intersection of the diagonals as shown in Figure 4.8. 
This point should be the exact centre of the plate. After the plate is punched it is ready to drill. 
The plate should then be fitted on the drilling vice and a 9/16’’ drilling bit adjusted such that the 
tip of the drilling bit coincides with the center of the punched hole on the plate.  After 
adjustments are made, tapping oil is sprayed on the punched part of the plate. The drill press is 
switched on low and the drill bit is lowered to meet the plate. As the drilling of the hole is in 














Figure 4.14(a) : Diagonals of the Plate Marked  Figure 4.14(b):Point of Intersection marked.           
This oil also lubricates the drilling process. The hole should be drilled through the plate and it 







Figure 4.15 : Plate Drilled Right Through 
4.3.6 BOTTOM PLATE GRINDING  
 Process 
There are four areas on the drilled plate that need to be ground. The band saw cut edges 
and the portions around the drilled hole on both sides of the plate. The order in which they are 
ground is not important. Make sure that the area around the drilled hole is ground properly. If not 





properly onto the jig while tacking to the cylinder. Even if it does fit properly on the jig the 
flakes of metal if on the inside of the can will cause mortar water leakage while casting. 
Tack Welding of Cylinder Assembly: 
Tacking was carried out on the jig as shown in Figure 4.10. The jig was so made that the 







Figure 4.16 : Jig for Tacking Cylinder to Plate 
the plate is mounted on the jig such that the nut on the jig goes through the hole in the plate. The 
edges of the plate are kept parallel to the base of the jig. Then the cylinder is mounted on the 












At this point it was important to check if the cylinder was propely clamped to the jig. If the 
cylinder was not clamped in position properly it will cause eccentricity between the centerline of 
the plate hole and that of the cylinder. If this occurs the cylinder cannot be used in the test. With 
the plate and cylinder clamped on the jig and the welder properly grounded, the cylinder is 
tacked to the plate. The cylinder is usually tacked at four points to ensure that the tack holds the 
plate and cylinder together. 
4.3.7 WELDING OF CYLINDER ASSEMBLY 
 Guidelines 







Figure 4.18 : Completed Cylinder Assembly 
PRE-BATCHING PROCEDURES: 
The casting of test specimens called “batching” is carried out after the strand samples and 
cylinder assemblies are prepared. However, after the strand samples and cylinder assemblies are 
ready and before batching, some time is spent setting up to batch. This setting up to batch 
consumes anywhere between 30-45 minutes, depending on the number of specimens to be cast 





At this stage we assume that the strand samples are prepared and cylinder assemblie  are 
ready.  
 CLEANING 2in. CUBE MOLDS 
For every batch of twelve samples, four molds of 2in. cubes are cast, each mold contains 
three cubes. The molds should be cleaned with a wire brush and oiled with form oil to make sure 
that the mortar does not stick to the sides of the molds. Form oil should be applied just sufficient 
to cover all surfaces of the mold that can be exposed to mortar. Make sure that all inside edges of 






Figure 4.19: Oiled Cube Molds 
4.3.8 FLOW TABLE SETUP 
The flow mold and table should be cleaned and the table lubricated with the appropriate 
oil. The drops of the flow table should be checked with the mould on the table and turning of the 
crank handle. The flow table set up should be accompanied by the measuring caliper and rubber 














Figure 4.20: Measuring Mortar Flow in a Flow Table. 
 4.3.9 MIXING PROCESS 
The mixer used in the lab is a shear mixer. This mixer has a counter-current mixing 
action. Due to this counter-current action the pan rotates in one direction, while the mixing tool 
rotates in the other. The rotating mixing pan conveys the material o the counter-rotating tool 
assembly also called “paddles”. This results in a uniform distribution of all ingredients in the 
finished batch. 
In order to clean the mixer, its mixer paddles were raised above the level of the pan using 
the manual head lift assembly. The pan was lifted from the base fram and mixing pan assembly 
and kept on it side on the floor. Using a wire brush the paddles were cleaned to ensure that no 
sand particles or hardened mortar from previous batches mixes with the current batch. The pan 
was then checked to make sure it is clean. If not clean, it should be brushed with a wire brush. It 
was then brushed with form oil. Excess application of form oil was avoided. 
SETTING UP FORMS WITH CANS AND STRAND SAMPLES 
A sheet of plastic should be spread at the batching area and wooden frms set over it. The forms 
should be set at a clear distance from the concrete mixer as shown in Figure below. This will 
ensure that the mixer pan can be taken out from the mixer without hitting the form. The cylinder 

















Figure 4.21(a): Forms at a Clear Distance from   Figure 4.21(b):Numbering of Cylinder from  
 Mixer                                                          Assembly 
 
Once the cylinder assemblies are numbered the strand samples can be put in them. The 
strand samples should be carried out to the batching site in their respective boxes and should not 
be brought out individually. If two different plants are being tested, strand samples from one 
plant should be brought out at a time. It is important to check that sample plant number and 
cylinder assembly plant number match before the strand is inserted in he assembly. The sample 
number and its assembly number are then noted and the duck tape from both ends of the strand is 
removed. The strand is then inserted into the can. Check to make sure that the bottom end of the 
strand touches the wooden form. Steel aligners also called “tops” are then placed on the 
specimen to avoid any possible movement of strand during casting and to e sure uniform filling 
of mortar. They also ensure that the strand is at the centre of the cylinder during casting.  
Batching: 
 The bond strength of strand wire is tested in cement mortar. In order to achieve 
this compressive strength trial batching is carried out. Trial batching is carried out every time a 
new batch of cement or sand arrives. This is because every shipment of sa d and/or cement has 





these properties, to achieve the specified compressive strength. The density, specific gravity and 
absorption of sand are tested in accordance with ASTM C128-01. The finen ss of sand is tested 
in accordance with ASTM C 136-01. 
 For the purpose of trial batching, four water cement (w/c) ratios (.45, .48, .51 and .54) 
were chosen and nine 2in mortar cubes are cast per batch. The mean of the cube strengths per 
batch are then plotted against the w/c ratios. From this plot, a w/c ratio at which the compressive 
strength falls within the permissible range is obtained. 
 With the w/c ratio determined, production batching can be carried out. H wever, by the passage 
of time the sand in storage looses moisture and thus the moisture content of sand should be teste
in accordance with ASTM C566-97 before every batch. Proportions of water and sand in the mix 
should be adjusted based on the moisture content of sand. Once the proportions of ingredients ar 
calculated they are weighed and kept in readiness. 
Mixing Process: 
 The concrete mixer is started and the ingredients are added in the following sequenc ; 
  Firstly, half the sand was put in the mixer pan, then half the wat r. Secondly, all the cement and 
the remaining water. Lastly, the remaining sand in the bucket and covered the mixer. The time 
for the process was noted as soon as the cement hit the water. 
 The mixer is first run for 3 minutes and stopped. Paddles should then be raised and 
cleaned using a trowel. The paddles should then be lowered and kept resting for 3 min. The 3 
min is counted from the time the mixer is stopped. After a three minute resting period the mixer 
should then be run for 2 minutes and stopped. All the mixing was done as per ASTM C 192. 
 The flow of the mix should then be measured in accordance with ASTM C 1437-01. The 





falls in this range. If the mortar is less than 100, then the mixing time is increased to one more 
minute until the required flow is achieved. If the required is not achieved then the batch mix is 
discarded. The Unit weight was also measured. If the unit weight of t e fresh mortar is not close 
to the unit weight measured routinely during trial batching or previous mixtures, the fresh mortar 







    Figure 4.22: NASP Specimens ready to be batched. 
The test specimens should be filled with mortar in two lifts; filled halfway, then vibrated, 
filled to the top and then vibrated. While vibrating in the first lift, the vibrator should not touch 
the plate or the sides of the cylinder assembly. While vibrating in the second lift, the tip of the 
vibrator should not go below the upper half of the assembly. After vibration in the second lift, 
the cylinder assemblies need to be tamped on four sides using a rubber hammer to exp l air voids 
and close the gap created by the vibrator. Due to vibration, the mortar in the cylinder assembly 
settles. The remainder of the specimen, after vibration, should be filled with mortar up to the top 





Thus to reduce the time of specimen preparation before testing, sides of the specimens and tops 
should be cleaned to remove excess mortar when fresh. 
While specimens are being cast, the mortar cubes should be cast simultaneously based on 
ASTM C 109/C 109M-02. After the batching process is complete the specimens and the cube 
moulds should be transported to the curing room and kept there for 22hrs. The curing room 
temperatures follow ASTM C 511 – 98. 
Testing: 
 Testing is carried out in the four hour window between 22-26 hours measured 
from the time the cement hits the water. Before the specimens ar  to be tested they need to be 
prepared for testing. This preparation takes any where between 45mis to an hour. Thus we 
need to start preparing the specimens at approximately 21hrs. To ensure that the specimens are 
cured for at least 22hrs, most of the specimen preparation should be carried out in the curing 
room.  
4.3.10 PREPARING SPECIMENS FOR TESTING 
This process should start at 21hrs. The tops of the specimens should be removed and 
the exposed strand and sides of the cylinder assembly are to be clean d with a wire brush. This 
is done to ensure that;  
1. The magnetic bases of the LVDT and it’s support assembly fit firmly onto the face of the 
steel cylinder  
2. The aluminum plate from which slip is measured, sits on the king wire. Thus the specimens 







 Preparing the cubes for testing. 
The process of preparing cubes should start after the specimens are prepared for testing. This 
will give the cubes more time in the curing room. Every mould contains 3 cubes, which are 
tested for compression. The exposed surface of the cubes should be sanded and brought in 
level with the mold. Then the top and bottom surface areas that will be subject to compression 
should be measured using vernier calipers. The area under compression should then be 
calculated. Thus the cubes are ready for testing.  
 Testing Procedure: 
Following is a stepwise description of the testing procedure 
The hydraulic actuator was warmed up for 10 to 15 minute.  
The following were checked in the controller settings. The controller us d was the Test Star s 
on an MTS Testing Set –Up. 
 The results of the test are valid only if the mortar strength is in the range of 4500-5000psi. 
Thus at 22hrs the first cube is tested. If the mortar has attained the required strength, the next 
two cubes are also tested. If the compressive strengths fall within the required range, testing of 
the specimens was started. If the mortar had not achieved the desir d strength in 22 hrs, a 
break of half an hour was taken and one cube was tested again to measure the strength. If we 
are testing 12 specimens and the mortar had not achieved the required strength at 24hrs, the 
test should be repeated. This is due to the 22-26 hrs time constraint.  
Bring the internal LVDT in the actuator to a level at which we can fit the specimen in the 





The specimen should then be mounted on the testing frame with the neoprene pad and base 
plate as shown in the Figure below:   
Figure 4.23 : Position of Neoprene Pad, Base Plate Specimen is mounted on the Test Frame 
 
After the specimen is mounted on the testing frame, the base plate for the pre-strssing chuck  
and the pre-stressing chuck assembly should be attached to it. The chuck should be paced such  
that the three jaws or the chuck are in the same plane The external LVDT support system 
 
  
Figure 4.24: Levelling the External LVDT 
should then be attached and leveled as shown. 
After the support system is leveled, the external LVDT should be attached and leveled  as 














Figure 4.25 : Leveling of External LVDT. 

































4.4 Test Procedures for NASP Test Protocols: 
4.4.1 Mortar Strength: 
 The variations in the mortar strength were brought about by varying the w/c. 
Different mortar strengths were tested were as with w/c 0.40,0.45 and 0.50 . According to 
Kiran (2006), two different types of strands were selected initially to study the effects 
mortar strengths c on the NASP pull out values. The 2001 NASP protocols attached in 
Appendix  had a range of mortar strengths from 3500 to 5000 psi. The wide spread in the 
mortar range posed a larger spread in the NASP values. It was seen that the mortar 
strength had significant effects towards the NASP pull out values. Studies conducted in 
this research helped in identifying a closer range of mortar strengths which in turn 
resulted in more consistent NASP values. However, a closer work on the mortar strength 
showed that the mortar strength in the range of 4750 – 5000 psi , resulted in more 
consistent NASP values. 
 
4.2 Load Control V/S Displacement Control. 
 The 2001 NASP test protocols are attached in the Appendix with the 
specification. According to Kiran (2004), a displacement control of 0.1in/min was 
suggested as per the refinement to the test methodology. All the studi s were conducted 
to understand the effects of controlling the NASP test in load control and displacement 
control. The load control of 5000 lb/min and a displacement control of 0.1in/min were 
performed on the NASP specimens. 
 He found that the displacement controlled loading rate and the load controlled 





the Displacement control had showed a “softening nature”. The NASP pull out value seen 
for load controlled testing was higher than the same tests conducted wi h the 
displacement control (Kiran, 2004).  
Importance of loading rate: 
 Studies compiled in earlier research work (Grieve 2004) reported significance of 
loading rate on the NASP bond test. The studies were not performed using the present 
NASP protocols. The Strands used in the study were the NASP strand “C” and “G”. also 
called as “FF” and “AA” respectively as per NASP Round III. The Fig showed th  
variation of the loading rate on the NASP values. 
 
Figure 4.27 : Loading Rate and NASP Bond Force for Strand AA (Grieve 2004) 
Grieve (2004) reported that, “Based on the regression analysis, the correlation between 





Although the correlation does increase when looking at the OSU data only, the data does 
not support a strong relationship between the loading rate and NASP bond force.” 
 
Figure 4.28: Loading Rate and NASP Bond Force for Strand FF (Grieve, 2004) 
In the current NASP test protocol, the maximum loading rate for a specimen during the 
NASP test was limited to 8000 lb/min. While conducting the test at OSU using the NASP 
protocols mentioned in the earlier section, all the loading rates were ithin 8000 lb/min 
when computed from time increment between 4000 and 6000 lbs. 
4.4.3 Mortar Flow: 
Earlier the mortar flow was not specified in the NASP 2001 protocols, h wever 
this was a very important factor to understand the consistency of the mix. With the 
increase in the amount of water in the mix the flow tends to be higher. The flow increased 
with the w/c. The measured flow decreased significantly over time in the fresh state from 





with ASTM C 1437. In order to have a consistent mortar mix, it is necessary to have a 
flow range. By various experimentations and trial batches suggested by Kiran (2004), a 
flow range of 110 to 125 was specified to NASP test protocols to achieve a consistent 
mix proportions in the NASP specimens. A flow which was out of range from the mix 
proportions indicated a problem with the mixture constituents. 
4.4.4 Curing Temperature: 
 As the 24 hour compressive strengths had considerable effects with the curing 
temperature, trial batches were made to study the optimal curing temperature range for 
NASP specimens ( Kiran, 2004). The compressive strengths (in psi) of the individual 
mortar cubes with varying temperature were tested. The ASTM curing conditions were 
maintained in the laboratory curing room with 70 to 73 F curing temperatur s. It was 
found that the compressive strength increase with the increase in curing temperatures. 
Thus , it was concluded that to achieve the compressive strength between 4750+/-250 psi, 
the curing temperature should be maintained at 70+/-3F. 
4.4.5 Loading Rate: 
  According to Chandran (2004), though the applied loading was displacement 
control, the loading rate of the test was calculated. The loading rate was reported for all 
the NASP tests as the rate of lbs. per minute when the axial load on the specimen is 
between 4000 to 6000 lbs.  
Loading Rate, lb/min = (P@4000 – P@6000)/(t@4000 – t@6000)*60 
Where, 
P@4000 and P@6000 are the exact loads at 4000 and 6000 lbs and 





4.5 RESULTS OF NASP BOND TEST: 
The tables below shows the NASP pull out values for the Strand “C” when it was tested 
in the mortar grout. The range of the mortar strength reported for NASP was from 4500 
to 4750 psi. There were 45 individual data points that were tested both against the strand 
“C” and strand “A”. The various parameters like Fineness, Fine to coarse ratio, Flow, 
























9/27/2006 C-1 5600 2.56 2.05 127 4709 134.77 
(Q3 2006) C-2 6020 2.56 2.05 127 4709 134.77 
10/17/2006 C-1 6230 2.56 2.05 121 4673 134.77 
(Q3 2006) C-2 6650 2.56 2.05 121 4673 134.77 
  C-3 7090 2.56 2.05 121 4673 134.77 
11/3/2006 C-1 8310 2.56 2.05 124 4877 134.66 
(Q4 2006) C-2 7310 2.56 2.05 124 4877 134.66 
  C-3 7530 2.56 2.05 124 4877 134.66 
12/8/2006 C-1 7590 2.56 2.15 130 4838 135.88 
(Q4 2006) C-2 7770 2.56 2.15 130 4838 135.88 
  C-3 7550 2.56 2.15 130 4838 135.88 
12/19/2006 C-1 7970 2.55 2.50 129 4790 136.76 
(Q4 2006) C-2 7450 2.55 2.50 129 4796 136.76 
  C-3 8320 2.55 2.50 129 4796 136.76 
12/20/2006 C-1 8460 2.55 2.50 110 4616 133.23 
(Q4 2006) C-2 8190 2.55 2.50 110 4616 133.23 
  C-3 7680 2.55 2.50 110 4616 133.23 
12/21/2006 C-1 8050 2.55 3.50 84 4559 134.55 
(Q4 2006) C-2 8320 2.55 3.50 84 4559 134.55 
  C-3 9430 2.55 3.50 84 4559 134.55 
2/13/2007 C-1 7960 2.55 3.00 119 4668 134.00 
(Q1 2007) C-2 7370 2.55 3.00 119 4668 134.00 
  C-3 8220 2.55 3.00 119 4668 134.00 
  C-4 8550 2.55 3.00 119 4668 134.00 
5/1/2007 C-1 9850 2.81 3.00 125 4899 137.42 
(Q1 2007) C-2 9530 2.81 3.00 125 4899 137.42 
  C-3 9270 2.81 3.00 125 4899 137.42 
  C-4 9190 2.81 3.00 125 4899 137.42 





  C-6 10360 2.81 3.00 125 4899 137.42 
6/8/2007 C-1 8940 2.81 3.02 119 4870 137.75 
(Q2 2007) C-2 9260 2.81 3.02 119 4870 137.75 
  C-3 8460 2.81 3.02 119 4870 137.75 
  C-4 10190 2.81 3.02 119 4870 137.75 
  C-5 10030 2.81 3.02 119 4870 137.75 
  C-6 10080 2.81 3.02 119 4870 137.75 
6/20/2007 C-1 7910 2.81 3.02 119 4624 137.75 
(Q2 2007) C-2 9090 2.81 3.02 119 4624 137.75 
  C-3 8760 2.81 3.02 119 4624 137.75 
  C-4 10450 2.81 3.02 119 4624 137.75 
  C-5 8500 2.81 3.02 119 4624 137.75 
  C-6 9670 2.81 3.02 119 4624 137.75 
8/17/2007 C-1 9590 2.81 3.02 118 4773 137.42 
(Q3 2007) C-2 10370 2.81 3.02 118 4773 137.42 
  C-3 10460 2.81 3.02 118 4773 137.42 
  C-5 11040 2.81 3.02 118 4773 137.42 
 
4.6 Regression Analysis 
In order to quantify the various parameters that affect the bond strength of the  
 
Figure 4.29: Linear Regression of F.A, fineness modulus v/s bond strength of Strand “C”. 
Pre-stressing strands linear regression plots were plotted against the test variables. The 
fineness modulus of sand has a higher correlation with the bond strength for strand “C” 







































F.A. Fineness Modulus vs Axial Pullout Strength (lb s) 





any effect on the bond. To conclude if the fineness of sand is kept in a fixed range, then 
the test can is very much valid to be as a Standard Test for Strand Bond. 
 
Figure 4.30 : Linear Regression of F.A/Cement v/s Bond strength of Strand “C”. 
 







































F.A. to Cement Ratio
F.A. to Cement Ratio vs Axial Pullout Strength (lbs ) @ 














































Figure 4.32: Linear Regression of Mortar strength v/s Bond Strength of Strand “C”. 
 
 










































Mortar Strength (psi) vs Axial Pullout Strength (lb s) @ 






































Fresh Unit Weight (pcf)
Fresh Unit Weight (pcf) vs Axial Pullout Strength ( lbs) 







Similarly, the Strand “A” variation was plotted against various variables, like the F.A of 
sand, F.A to cement ratio, Flow, Mortar strength and Fresh Unit wt. The table below 
summarizes all the variables as listed. 




















10/17/2006 A-1 13850 2.56 2.05 121 4673 134.77 
(Q3 2006) A-2 15740 2.56 2.05 121 4673 134.77 
  A-3 15870 2.56 2.05 121 4673 134.77 
11/3/2006 A-1 15700 2.56 2.05 124 4877 134.66 
(Q4 2006) A-2 14150 2.56 2.05 124 4877 134.66 
  A-3 15710 2.56 2.05 124 4877 134.66 
12/8/2006 A-1 20920 2.56 2.15 130 4838 135.88 
(Q4 2006) A-2 19900 2.56 2.15 130 4838 135.88 
  A-3 19120 2.56 2.15 130 4838 135.88 
12/19/2006 A-1 17080 2.55 2.50 129 4796 136.76 
(Q4 2006) A-2 16520 2.55 2.50 129 4796 136.76 
  A-3 15950 2.55 2.50 129 4796 136.76 
12/20/2006 A-1 20680 2.55 2.50 110 4616 133.23 
(Q4 2006) A-2 18760 2.55 2.50 110 4616 133.23 
  A-3 16000 2.55 2.50 110 4616 133.23 
12/21/2006 A-1 18700 2.55 3.50 84 4559 134.55 
1/20/2007 A-1 18610 2.55 3.00 116 4598 135.88 
(Q4 2006) A-2 15750 2.55 3.00 116 4598 135.88 
  A-3 18850 2.55 3.00 116 4598 135.88 
2/13/2007 A-1 18480 2.55 3.00 119 4668 134.00 
(Q1 2007) A-2 18580 2.55 3.00 119 4668 134.00 
  A-3 17710 2.55 3.00 119 4668 134.00 
  A-4 18210 2.55 3.00 119 4668 134.00 
4/27/2007 A-1 15020 2.81 3.00 123 4894 137.31 
(Q1 2007) A-2 19630 2.81 3.00 123 4894 137.31 
  A-3 18500 2.81 3.00 123 4894 137.31 
  A-4 18560 2.81 3.00 123 4894 137.31 
  A-5 16460 2.81 3.00 123 4894 137.31 
  A-6 16540 2.81 3.00 123 4894 137.31 
6/7/2007 A-1 16410 2.81 3.02 115 4768 138.52 
(Q2 2007) A-2 15360 2.81 3.02 115 4768 138.52 





  A-4 16760 2.81 3.02 115 4768 138.52 
  A-5 16670 2.81 3.02 115 4768 138.52 
  A-6 17080 2.81 3.02 115 4768 13852 
6/21/2007 A-1 17350 2.81 3.02 121 4683 137.42 
(Q2 2007) A-2 19100 2.81 3.02 121 4683 137.42 
  A-3 19970 2.81 3.02 121 4683 137.42 
  A-4 16200 2.81 3.02 121 4683 137.42 
  A-5 19200 2.81 3.02 121 4683 137.42 
  A-6 17890 2.81 3.02 121 4683 137.42 
8/16/2007 A-1 15630 2.81 3.02 118 4735 137.42 
(Q3 2007) A-2 19370 2.81 3.02 118 4735 137.42 
  A-3 19020 2.81 3.02 118 4735 137.42 
  A-4 14750 2.81 3.02 118 4735 137.42 
  A-5 16800 2.81 3.02 118 4735 137.42 
  A-6 17230 2.81 3.02 118 4735 137.42 
Similarly, the correlation between the various factors like fineness of F.A, Fine to cement 
ratio, mortar strength and unit weight are plotted to understand the bond strength on 
Strand “A”. 
 
Figure 4.34: Linear Regression of F.M of F.A on Bond Strength of Strand “A”. 
In contrast for higher performing strands like Strand “A”, there are hardly any effect of 
fineness modulus, fine to cement ratio, mortar flow, mortar strength and fresh unit weight 
on the bond strength. The regression analysis also proved that these factors have no 









































F.A. Fineness Modulus vs Axial Pullout Strength (lb s) 





to 5000 psi as per the test specifications. Thus this test can be stated as the Standard test 
for Strand Bond. 
The figure below is a plot of linear regression against the axial pull values (0.1”  slip) and 
the fine to cement ratio. 
 
Figure 4.3 : Linear Regression Analysis of F.A/Cement to Bond Strength strand “A” 
The regression plot showed there was no regression between the pull out values and the 










































F.A. to Cement Ratio
F.A. to Cement Ratio vs Axial Pullout Strength (lbs ) @ 






Figure 4.36: Linear Regression Analysis of Mortar Flow v/s Bond Strength of Strand “A” 























































































Mortar Strength (psi) vs Axial Pullout Strength (lb s) @ 






Fig 4.38: Linear Regression Analysis of Fresh Unit Weight v/s Bond Strength of Strand 
“A”. 
















Coef. of Variation 
(%) 
C 45 0.01" 8687 806 240 9.27 
  45 0.1" 8568 1268 378 14.79 
A 46 0.01" 11556 1504 444 13.02 













































Fresh Unit Weight (pcf)
Fresh Unit Weight (pcf) vs Axial Pullout Strength ( lbs) 





4.8 Conclusion of Test Results 
The table above summarizes the test results of the bond test on strands with the mortar 
grout. The numbers of observations were 45 for both the groups. The standard devi tion 
of the group for Strand “C” for 0.1 in slip was 1268 lbs, mean was 8568 lbs and the 
coefficient of variation was only 14.79%. Since the coefficient of variation was low, it 
can be said that the test was very uniform. Similarly, for strand “A” the standard 
deviation was 1726 lbs, mean 17389 lbs and coefficient of variation of 9.93%. Thus, it 






















NASP TEST ON SELF-CONSOLIDATING CONCRETE 
The NASP Bond test protocol was modified to test the strand in self-consolidating 
concrete in place of mortar. This chapter will discuss and report the results of the NASP 
test conducted in SCC. The modified NASP test in SCC was performed on two 0.5 in 
diameter (12.7mm). The major research variables are the coarse aggr gate content and 
size in the three different mixes. The w/c and the other variables like admixture dosage 
rates are kept constant. The SCC mixes SCC1, SCC 2, SCC 3 and C-N are tested for 
NASP bond test. All the test samples are kept in the specified ompressive strength as 
designated by the NASP protocols in the previous chapter. 
5.1 Scope of Research: 
The modified NASP test was conducted in SCC in order to understand the effects 
Of varying the coarse aggregate content with respect to the fines o  the bond of pre-
stressing strands. The test procedure was identical to the NASP Test protocols as 
discussed in Chapter 3, except SCC was used instead of the cement mortar. The NASP 
tests in concrete were conducted on two different strand sources of 0.5 in dia. The target 
concrete strengths were 4750 to 5000 psi. 
5.2  Research Variables: 
The standard NASP bond test procedure was performed on cement mortar as 
explained in Chapter 3. However, the test protocols do not depend on the tests conducted 





proportions like reducing coarse aggregate sizes. The dosage of the admixtures were not 
the variable used here as all the HRWRA , VMA and Retarders ar  kept constant in all 
the SCC mixes. The w/c cement ratios are kept same in all the SCC mixes so that the 
effect of pre-stress bond can be evaluated with respect to the different content of coarse 
aggregate and with the normal conventional concrete. The concrete strengths used for the 
modified NASP test was kept in the range of 4750 to 5000 psi. 
Material properties: 
 Pre-stressing strands: 
 All the pre-stressing strands used for this research program were seven wire 
Grade 270 ksi low relaxation strands from manufacturers in North America. The strands 
conformed to ASTM A 416 attached in the Appendix J. The pre-stressing strand  had a 
nominal diameter of 0.5 in and area of 0.153 sq in. The modulus of elasticity of the pre-
stressing strands was estimated as 28,500 ksi (196.3 Gpa) for 0.5 in diameter strands. 
 Self-Consolidating Concrete Mixtures: 
 The concrete mixtures used for making the NASP specimens in the concrete included 
the Type III cement from Buzzi Unicem USA as per the ASTM C-150 Specifications for 
Portland Cement, coarse and fine aggregate from Dolese Bros. Co and admixtures from 
Grace chemicals. Admixtures included High Range water reducing admixtures, viscosity 
modifying admixtures and retarders. The table below summarizes th  mixture 
proportions and the target fresh and hardened properties for the SCC cast in the modified 
NASP specimens. The Normal Concrete C-N was made the basis of the test from which 
all the other SCC mixtures were modified depending on the research specifications. The 





BOND TEST ON SCC:         
COMPONENT NC  SCC -1 SCC - 2 SCC - 3  
    SSD WTS (lb/cyd)   
CEMENT (TYPE -3) 648 745 745 778 
          
FINE AGGREGATES 1146 1128 1549 1393 
          
COARSE AGGREGATES 1722 1581 1264 1257 
          
WATER  298 350 350 350 
          
W/C RATIO 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.45 
          
HRWRA - ADVA CAST – 575 (fl 
oz) 0 10 10 10 
          
VMA - VMAR 3 (fl oz) 0 30 30 30 
          
RECOVER  (fl oz) 0 1 1 1 
 MIXTURE DESIGN PROPERTIES: C-N  SCC-1 SCC - 2 SCC -3 
Fresh Concrete Properties         
Slump flow spread (in) 8 25.15 27 26.15 
Inverted Slump Flow (in) - 23.7 24.6 23.9 
T 20 seconds - 3.3 2 2 
J- ring (in) - 0.43 0.13 0.62 
L- Box Filling Head Drop (H1/H2) 
in   1.2 1.1 1.0 
Air Content (% by vol) 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.8 
Unit weight (pcy) 149 148 146 147 
Temperature © 24 30 25 25 
Water/Cement Ratios (w/c) 0.46 0.47 0.47 0.45 
Hardened Concrete Properties         
Compressive Strength (Type 3)         
1 day (psi) 4994 4615 4443 4866 
7 day (psi) 6844 6140 6048 6697 
28 day (psi) 7792 7083 6685 8256 
  







5.3Procedure for NASP Bond Test: 
The NASP Bond Test tests the bond quality of the 0.5 in pre-stressing  
Strands that conform to the ASTM A 416. The test was carried out by casting the pre-
stressing strands in SCC enclosed in a cylindrical steel form with a base plate. The mix 
proportions used for conducting the NASP in SCC were explained in detail in the 
previous table. The strands were pulled out from the concrete at a loading rate of 
0.1in/min using a hydraulic system after curing for 24+/-2 hrs. The pull out force was 
measured with respect to the free end movement of the strand to the specimen. The 
NASP bond test recorded the pull out force that corresponded to the 0.10 in of free end 
slip. As explained in the Chapter 3, each single NASP bond test consisted of six 
individual test specimens. The NASP bond value was the average of the of the six bond 
slip values. 
5.4.1Test Methodology and Sample Preparation: 
Sample Preparation: 
The NASP Bond Tests conducted in SCC were used as the same procedure as 
explained in the previous chapter. The preparation of the strands , steel casing and the 
bond breakers were identical to the NASP tests conducted in sand cement mortar. The 





                              
Figure 5.1 : SCC-3 ready to be Bond Tested. 
Concrete Batching : 
The concrete batching was conducted in a pan mixer. The mixing procedures used  
NASP Bond test conformed to ASTM C 192. The fresh SCC was filled in two major lifts. 
After filling half the layer, the cylinders were tamped at its side to free of the entrapped 
air. No mechanical vibrator was used as the concrete used to consolidate of its own 
weight. Then rest half of the cylinders was filled and tamped to remove the entrapped air. 
The slump, unit weight and air content are measured as per ASTM C 143, ASTM C 138 
and ASTM C 231 respectively. The figure shows the filling of SCC mixes in the 
cylinders. 





         
 Figure 5.2: SCC ready to be filled in the NASP specimens. 
                 






The NASP specimens and the test cylinders were cured in conformance with ASTM C 
192. The compressive strength testing was conducted during the time of the NASP test, in 
conformance with ASTM C 39. The NASP specimens are then kept in the curing room 
for 22 to 24hrs where the temperature was maintained at 74 F and relative humidity 
100%. 
 













5.5 NASP Test in SCC: 
The modified NASP bond test in SCC was performed at 22 to 24hrs after the hydration of 
the cement. The NASP specimen in concrete was mounted on a rigid steel frame in the 






















5.6 NASP Results in Self-Consolidating Concrete: 
The results from this experimental testing are summarized along with the NASP value of 
the strand in the standardized NASP test. The concrete strengths reported are th  average 
strength of three or more concrete specimens tested during the NASP test. The number of 
specimens tested (N) and the standard deviation (S) are reported for the modified NASP 







Tests       w/c  






Dev COV   
      
Strength 
(psi) at 0.1" Slip    (%)   
C-N C(0.5) 24-Jun-08 4259 8850 774 8.74 0.46 
SCC -1 C(0.5) 28-Jun-08 4368 7625 1197 15.70 0.47 
SCC -2 C(0.5) 4-Jul-08 4403 9633 1293 13.42 0.47 
SCC -3 C(0.5) 30-Jun-08 4192 9725 1093 11.24 0.45 
                
        
Table 5.2: Summary of NASP Test Results in Strand “C” (0.5) 
The standard deviations for SCC- 3 and C-N are less than other mixes. This means that 
with less rock and more fines, the pull out force were more consistent than other mixes, 
though the sample size was small.This mixes showed convincing deviation in pull out 
strengths for low performing strands like strand “C”. The mean of SCC-2 and SCC-3 





Date STSB Tests       w/c  






Dev COV   
      
Strength 
(psi) at 0.1" Slip    (%)   
C-N A(0.5") 24-Jun-08 4259 14608 1116 7.64 0.46 
SCC -1 A(0.5") 28-Jun-08 4368 12595 519 4.12 0.47 
SCC -2 A (0.5") 4-Jul-08 4403 13864 486 3.50 0.47 
SCC -3 A (0.5") 30-Jun-08 4192 12756 1170 9.17 0.45 
                





 In contrary, for Strand “A” the coefficient of variation for the mixes were much  
 
 Figure 5.6: STSB Results showing the variation between NC and SCC.  
Lower, than strand “C”. For strand “A”, the SCC-1 and SCC-2 showed the low st 
variation in the pull out strengths. This means that these mixes behaved well with the 
high performing strands. The quartile plots plotted above gave the entire range of 
predicted bond values as well. In Strand, “A” the mixes SCC-1 and SCC-2 showed a 
narrowing range of the quartile plots indicating a smaller variation in the values as we 
proceed with these mixes, whereas for SCC-3 the deviation in the quartile r nge was 
increasing. The uppermost quartile for SCC-3 in strand “A” was almost equal to the 
lower quartile of the NC and. In contrary, for Strand “C”, the upper quatile points for 


























STSB Results from Various SCC Mixtures
Strand C
Strand C Lower Quartile
Strand C Upper Quartile
Strand A
Strand A Upper Quartile






  CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary: 
 
 The research project aimed at finding the bond capacity of the SCC mixes. With 
the advent of high-performance concrete like SCC and its application in the pre-stressed 
industry, it is necessary to predict the bond performance of strands with this concrete. 
Thus NASP test was performed in order to evaluate the variability in the bond of strands 
with different SCC mixtures. The variables used are the two sources of 0.5 in strands and 
size, content of coarse aggregates. The fresh and hardened properties w e determined 
from trial batching. Among nine batches, three SCC batches were finalized for bond tests. 
They met all the criteria’s of fresh properties Slump Flow, J-Ring and L-Box tests. The 
hardened properties of the bond test as specified by its protocols that they should be in 
between 4400 to 5000 psi in 22-24 hrs. Thus, in order to account for the best SCC mixes, 
statistical computations are done in SAS. This gave us an idea about the nature of mixes 
which can be further modified to get desired bond pull out values. The test results are 
briefly discussed below: 
6.1 Discussion of Test Results: 
 The SCC pull out values were analyzed for the set of concrete strengths. Then, the 
mixture which performed best with the lower performing strand and the one with higher 
performing strand was analyzed. In order to get a better comparison of the means, 
ANOVA test   was performed. Then the normalized value of the NASP (SCC)/NASP 





Thus, the formulation derived from the graphs helped us in predicting the na ure of the 
bond force of SCC to some extent. The set of analysis are tabulated as follows: 
 
 In order to start with, a confidence interval of 95% was chosen for the pull out 
loads at 0.1 in slip. Thus, it is important to go for general procedure of statistical tests it is 
mandatory to check the normality of the SCC mixes and the pull out vales. As the 
sample size is less than 30, we can use the t-interval procedure for this test after it 
satisfies the normality distribution. Hence, the probability plots are plotted. “A normal 
probability plot is a plot of the sample data versus the data we would expect to get by 
taking a sample of the same size from a standard normal distribution. If the sample is 
from a normally distributed population, then the probability plot should be roughly linear. 
The inference drawn from the plot is subjective as we are using the sample to make a 
judgment about the population. (Weiss,1995). The normal probability plots for the SCC 































Normal Probability Plots For SCC Compressive Strengths
Linear Relationship
SCC Strengths for NASP Pull Out Tests
Normal - 95% CI
 
Figure 6.1: Probability Plots for SCC Strengths for all Mixes. 
 
From the above graph we see that the normal probability plot, of the concrete 
strengths of 1 Day for SCC-1, SCC-2 and SCC-3 are roughly linear. Hence we 
subjectively conclude that its population is normally distributed. We also see that there 
are no visible outliers. 














































8850 847.3 6 0.203 0.774
7625 1197 6 0.295 0.472
9633 1293 6 0.549 0.089
9725 1093 6 0.179 0.856






Normal Probability Plot for Strand "C"
NASP Pull Out Values for Strand "C" for all Mixes






















Figure 6.2: Probability Plots for Strand “C” 
 
From the above graph we see that the normal probability plot, of the .1in pullout 
loads, with the SCC mixes are roughly linear. Hence we subjectively conclude that its 
population is normally distributed. We also see that there are no visible outliers. Thus, a 
little bit of skewness is ignored in the present scenario. Therefor , we can now proceed 
with other statistical analysis. The Normal Concrete Pull out values and the SCC pull out 
values showed very convincing results in the case of strand “C”. The plots suggested that 
they were roughly linear. The normality probability plots for strand “C” showed that 
green dots (SCC-2) and blue dots (SCC-3) are very near to the NC bond values, or falling 
within the 95 % confidence interval, proving that the bond pull out at 0.1 in, for these 








































14608 1116 6 0.227 0.680
12595 519.1 6 0.278 0.514
13864 485.7 6 0.719 0.028
12756 1170 6 0.363 0.305






Normal Probability for Strand "A"
NASP Pull Out Values for Strand "A" for All Mixes
Normal - 95% CI
NC. Thus, we need larger sample size to reach in a final conclusion, which calls for 




















Figure 6.3: Probability Plots for Strand “A” 
 
 Thus, from the above plots we can say that the pull out loads are nearly ormal 
with the SCC strength values for Strand “A”. The population is veryno mal and there is 
no visible outliers in the data set. The plot above proved that there is a bit of skewness in 
the pull out values in the case of Strand “A”. The variation in the bond strength of the 
strand “A” may be due to a variation in the methodology and process of testing. 
However, more quality control while testing can be adopted. From the C.I plot we can 
say that NC and SCC-2 have some similarity in the bond strength of the strands, however 





enough to reach into a final conclusion for the deviation in the case of strand “A”, which 
calls for further scope of research in the bondability of SCC mixes. 
In order to comapre the mean pull out strengths and to know the difference , the SCC 
mixes had on the bond strength we performed a multiple comparison te t known as 
“Bonferroni test”. This test is valid on any equal and unequal sample sizes for any of  the 
pairwise comparisons of the mixtures by this test.  
 From this results , we can conclude and predict which mix will behave better as 
compared to others with a particular type of Strand. The table below shows the total 




















Table 6.1: ANOVA Analysis on Strand “C” 
 
 As we have four mixes and each mixes were tested with six strands for NASP test 
, the total of all comes to be 24.  The F value was tested with a confidence interval of 





with the multiple comparison t-tests, as this value is less than 0.05. The detailed analyis 
are shown as follows : 
 
 
  Table 6.2: Summary of ANOVA Test for Strand “C”. 
 
 The Bon-Ferroni test showed below indicated below means that the Type II error 
is a bit higher than Type I. The Type II error occurs when we don’t reject the null 
hypothesis when it is in fact false. Our assumption, is for the null hypothesis that all the 
means are the same and alternate hypothesis that at least one mea  is different. The 
chances of having a Type II error means that we fail to reject th  null hypothesis when it 
is false. In other words , we say we accept that our null hypotesis of having equal means 
is true, however when it is incorrect. Thus, in our case we conclude that there is a 
difference in the means of the pull out test for Strand “C” with the SCC mixtures. In 
order to correlate and find the relationship between the SCC mixes, we perfomed the 
ANOVA test of multiple comparisons known as “BonFerroni Test”. From this test we 





compared to another. This also performs comparisons among the group and in between 
the group.  
 The table below is a summary of the test given. The test is carried at a 
significance level of 0.05. The purpose of t-test was to evaluate the mean difference in 
the group variables. The critical value obtained proved that we are rejecting the null 
hypothesis of  having equal bond strength of the mixes. Thus, for strand “C” there is a 
significant difference in the pull out values between the groups which is close to 1890 lbs 
 
 
   Table 6.3: Bon-ferroni Test on Strand “C” 
 
However, the summary statistic for the Bon-Ferroni test is shown below.  This 
can be said that the entire test is divided into major groups “A” and “B”. The grouping 
showed the mean and the number of samples tested in each case. The SCC-3, SCC- 2 and 
NC showed no significant difference in the pull out values. This means that for low 
performing strands like Strand “C”, the mix design of SCC had hardly ny effect in the 
bond strength and pull out values. This means that with all the other factors like w/c ratio, 
the fine aggregate content and admixture dosage rates keeping constant the factor of 
reducing the coarse aggregate content and size of SCC’s as compared to the normal 








Table 6.4: Results of Bon-Ferroni Test on Strand “C” 
  
On the contrary, for NC and SCC-1, there is a significant difference in the pull out values 
at 0.1” slip. This can be interrelated that the SCC behaves more likely the NC with more 
reduction of coarse aggregate than only a small amount. The SCC mixes behaved much 
better with more of fines. Also from the fresh properties, we concluded that if more fines 
and well graded particles are used in making SCC we can have a better mix with respect 
to segregation ability, passing and filling ability.  
However, by varying the ingredients in the mixture calls for further scope of research in 
SCC bond test. Lastly, a descriptive summary is given in the next page as follows. The 


































NASP Pull Values for Strand "C"
Interval Plots for the Mixes
Mean Plots Joined By Straight Line
95% CI for the Mean
 
Table 6.5: Means by Box- Whisker Plot for Strand “C” 
 
The above table is an interval plot for each single mixes showing the lowest, highest and 
the means. The individual data points are shown in red dots. The outliers are the points 
that are outside the interval ends in each bar. The means and the medians of the mixes are 
almost in the same levels and equal for each. It depicts that low performing strands like 
Strand “C”, the 0.1” slip values are more for SCC than the normal concrete. It can bes id 
that irrespective of the changes in the mix design, the bond strength for SCC-2 and SCC- 
3 are almost similar for Strand “C”, though there is substantial difference with SCC-1 and 
NC. This recommends for further research with SCC mixes and bond of pre-stressing 
strands with respect to more fines, well graded rocks and usage of reduced rock size to 





SCC - 3SCC - 2SCC - 1NC


















Box - Plot of NASP Pull Out For Strand "C "
 
Table 6.6: Box-Plot for Strand “C” 
 
The above plot shows the schematic representation of the box plot of the pull out values 
of the SCC and NC mix. The bigger box is the range box, the smaller one is the inter-
quartile range box.  The inter-quartile range is the difference between th  first and the 
third quartiles. The lines connecting the means and the median are the median connecting 
line which shows the mean difference in the pull out values of the mix. The quartile 
divides the data set into four quarters or four equal parts. The first quartile divides the 
bottom 25% of the data from the top 75%, second quartile divides the bottom 50% of the 
data from the top 50% and the third quartile divides the bottom 75% from the top 25%. 
On the above diagrams the two lines emanating from the box are called the whiskers. The 
first quartile is called the lower hinge and the third quartile is called th  upper hinge.  






Table 6.7: ANOVA Analysis for Strand “A” 
 
Similarly, the variance analysis was also carried on Strand “A”. The tabl above shows 
the number of samples tested for bond in all. The type of concrete was four, likely NC, 
SCC-1, SCC-2 and SCC-3. 
 
Table 6.8: Summary Analysis for Strand “A” 
 
The statistical analysis shown above was carried at a significance level of 5%. The 





of the strand is not same. In order to get the exact analysis of the comparison, we 
performed the Bon-Feroni test of multiple comparison for single variable like Strand “A”. 
 
Table 6.9: Bon-Ferroni Test for Strand “A” 
 
The table above shows the critical value for the t-test after analysis and the corresponding 
significant difference. The significance difference in the pull out values was found to be 
1492.6 lbs. In order to get the better correlation between the mixes and the pull out values 
the Bon-Ferroni test was carried out. 
 
 
Table 6.10: Results of Bon-Ferroni Test on Strand “A” 
 
The table above showed that there was no major difference between NC a d SCC-2 in 





3, SCC-1 against NC. This can be interpreted as on reducing the cont nt of coarse 
aggregate and content we will have a better SCC in terms of fresh properties, but there is 
a significant difference in the pull out values. This means that the normal concrete gives 
better bond or as comparable to SCC with more reduction of rock size. However, due to 
the variability in the mix designs and better approach to make SCC similar or higher 
bonding capacity can be achieved. This calls for further scope of research. 
The table below shows the summary statistics of Strand “A” and it’s bond performance. 
 
Table 6.11: Summary Statistics for Strand “A 
 
The mean pull out force was 13455 lbs for the entire set. In all the mixes, the standard 
deviations of the pull out values were below 1500 lbs, which satisfies the test criteria. 
The maximum and minimum values for each single set were shown against e ch mixes. 
SCC-1 and SCC-2 behaved much better as the standard deviations were less and more 
close to each than SCC-3 and NC-1. That means, for high strength strands the lesser 
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Box - Plot of NASP Pull Out For Strand "A "
 
Table 6.12: Box-Plot for Strand “A” 
 
The above plot shows the data range, inter-quartile range, means, medians and the 
whiskers for the strand “A” pull out values for the mixes. The mean of NC was the 
maximum , SCC-2 was higher than the other two mixes. Also, from the Bon-Ferroni test 
we found the same conclusion. The SCC-1 and SCC-3 slip values are almost in the same 
range. The NC and SCC-3 values are normal as the mean and the median ar  almost in 
the centre of the box. The SCC-1 is right skewed and SCC-2 is left skewed, that means 
the values are not normally distributed about the means. However, this does not reflect 
the nature of the mix and adds to further scope of research in SCC and its ability to bond 























NASP Pull Values for Strand "A"
Interval Plots for the Mixes
Mean Plots Joined By Straight Line
95% CI for the Mean
 
Table 6.13: Means of Box-Plot for Strand “A” 
 
The above plot is an interval plot for the strand “A” which shows the nature of 
distribution of the individual plots in both sides of the means. The outlines are the values 
outside the end intervals in the respective bands. The means and the medians almost 
match for all the mixes.  The mean for SCC- 3 was the lowest of all, and the individual 
pull out values is not closer to the mean as well. The SCC-2 was a better mix in strand 
“A” than SCC- 1 and SCC-3. That means, for less coarse aggregate content SCC may 
behave very closer to the normal concrete if the other parameters are kept same like 
gradation, stringent moisture control and admixture dosage rates. Thus, in SCC-2 only 
outliner was found and the other values are very closer to the mean. The decrease in rock 





having a wider range than others. Thus, further research can be done on strand A with 
























NASP Pull Out Values for Strand "A"
Strand "A" =  - 18756 + 7.482 Concrete Str
 
 
Table 6.14: Regression of Strand “A” with Concrete Strength 
 
Thus, in order to establish a relationship between the pull out values and SCC strength a 
linear fitted line plot was plotted. The plot showed a linear relationship between the bond 
strength and SCC strength with a coefficient of regression about 0.93. Most of the data 
set lies within the 95% of the predicted interval but outside the confidence interval. That 
means if we need high strength SCC, we can get higher pull out and bond strength as 
well. The straight line equation also depicts the linear relationsh p among the mixture 
types and variables used in the SCC mixes. Though there was a huge variation in the 
fresh and rheological properties in the SCC mixes, it still showed the same bond 
































































Normal Probability Plot Versus Fits
Histogram Versus Order
Residual Plots for Strand "A"


























NASP Pull Out Values for Strand "C"
Strand "C" =  - 27549 + 8.479 Concrete Str





The Table 6.16 showed the regression line with the fitted plot for Strand “C” against the  
concrete  strength. The plot was almost linear within the strength range of 4000 to 4600 
psi concrete strength. The coefficient of regression for strand “C” was 0.91. Around half 
of the data points are within the confidence interval of 95 % , but there was wider range 


























































Normal Probability Plot Versus Fits
Histogram Versus Order
Residual Plots for Strand "C"
Table 6.17: Residual Plot for NASP Pull Out for Strand “C” 
 
Comparison of NASP SCC Results with NASP Mortar Results: 
 
The NASP mortar results were higher than the pull out values tested against the Self 
consolidating mixes. The mortar grout provided more friction and mechanical 
interlocking in the surface of the strands than the concrete. This may be due to the ability 
of the grout to adhere more into the helical grooves of the wires, resi ting the further 





hardly any effect in the bond strength of the pre-stressing strand . However, different 
gradations of coarse aggregate from various sources, could have been a further scope of 
research in this field of study ahead. There was a differenc observed in the pull out 
values in the Normal Concrete Mix tested by Eden (2006) against the strand “A”, as 
compared to the mixes tested in this research. This may due to some variation in the 
testing methodology which had happened unknowingly. However, the SCC bond values, 
was similar to Normal Concrete in both the strands “A” and “C”, proving that it can be 
successfully used in the concrete industry by reaping its benefits. 
 
Conclusions and Recommendations: 
 
The SCC trial batching was done with only one variable which was the coarse aggregate 
size and content. The SCC-1, SCC-2 and SCC-3 were all having different slump flows. 
L-Box , J-ring values though the dosages of HRWRA, VMA and Recover were k pt 
constant throughout. The statistical analysis showed that the NASP test is effective in 
finding the bond properties with varying the concrete properties. The NASP bond forces 
at 0.01 and 0.1 in free end slip varies linearly with the compressive trengths of the 
concrete or the mortar. The compressive strength is directly proportional to the NASP 
bond force.  
The NASP Bond test is a repeatable and reliable test method. 
The NASP Bond test can be performed on 0.5 in and 0.6 in diameter Grade 270 pre-
stressing strands.  





The NASP test can be accepted as a standardized test for strand bond as it had showed 
higher correlations than Moustafa and PTI bond test (Chandran, 2004). 
The SCC mixes can be altered as per project specifications and need of the user. In order 
to achieve high strength SCC, lower w/c ratios can be selected. However, if we reduce 
the w/c ratio below a certain extent, it’s important to prorate the admixture dosages 
accordingly in order to attain the flow-abilty, segregation resistance , filling and passing 
ability. 
It was found that on reducing better well graded rock and less size the better SCC can be 
developed. The fines in the mix are the key to have successful mixtre properties in SCC. 
Though the admixture used are a bit expensive, a cost effective SCC can also be tried in 
the bond test by increasing the powder, paste and binder content. This hardly will have 
any effect in the bond strength.  
The SCC and Normal Concrete pull out values were almost the same in th case of  
Strand “C” but there was a difference observed in strand “A” which calls for further 
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